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Established 1873

Newman-GSA Controversy
Will Need Two More Sessions
by Jeff Roy
Editor-in-Chief

There are going to have to be at
least two more mediation sessions
before the Newman Council and
Gay-Straight Alliance’s (GSA) con¬
troversy is resolved.
Or so says Associate Dean of the
College F. Celeste Branham.
“Our next meeting will be with
Newman Council members alone,”
she added. She then noted that the
two groups would meet once more
to hopefully resolve the issue within
the next week-and-a-half.
The two groups met on Monday,
the first official meeting of the two
groups since the controversy began
in October, but nothing concrete
came out of the session.
According to Branham, one of the
mediators in the controversy,
“Today’s (Monday’s) meeting went
fine, but we told everyone there not
to comment until all the meetings
are over. After the mediations are
over, I will issue a statement.”
Present at last Monday’s meeting
were Dean James W. Carignan,the
other mediator; Gail Johnston, co¬

coordinator of the Forum on
Human Awareness, which funds
GSA; Phil Crawford, president of
the GSA; John Marsden, vice presi¬
dent of the GSA; Fr. Frank Morin,
advisor to the Newman Council;
and Phil Tracy, president of New¬
man. Lou Kimball, treasurer of the
GSA, was also present.
The meeting lasted approxi¬
mately 45 minutes with both sides
unwilling to back down.
The controversy centers around
the GSA’s desire to have sections of
the Newman Council constitution
changed—chiefly the “veto power”
of the Newman advisor, Fr. Morin.
GSA President Crawford believes
that the veto power of Fr. Morin
violates the college policy that col¬
lege groups be self-governing.
“It was never clearly stated why
the GSA feels it has to pick the New¬
man Council as a springboard to get
its name in the paper,” said Fr.
Morin. “I fail to see what the chap¬
lain having veto power has to do
with gay rights. I don’t see any con¬
nection, we’ve not discriminated
against them in any way.”

Is the GSA Making
Bates Comfortable for Gays?
WORKING “UP” A STORM—The college has been doing some trimming of various trees on campus in
an attempt to make the school that much prettier when spring rolls around. Student photo by Scarpaci.

by Brian McGrory
Contributing editor

Many people are wondering why

Being Prepared by RA Committee

Honor Code Proposal Ready in Four Weeks
by Julie Vallone
Senior Reporter

The Educational Policy Commit¬
tee (EPC) of the Representative
Assembly (RA) is still working on
the formulation of an honor code
proposal to present to the Bates stu¬
dent body. Committee member Dan
MacDonald ’85, speculates that a
tentative proposal will have been
formed in about four weeks.
According to MacDonald, all
necessary honor code information
has been gathered from other
schools, and is presently being
examined to see which ideas will or
will not be suitable for Bates.
Although specifics of the code
have not yet been decided upon, the
committee is currently investigating
its potential effects on two aspects of
the current system: the structure and
responsibilities of the Student Con¬
duct Committee (SCC), and the role
of the dean of the college.
“Right now, the student conduct
committee is lacking in power. The
dean has to act as both a counselor
and as a prosecutor. That’s not a
good position to be in,” said
MacDonald.
“The dean, in most schools that
have honor codes, is removed as a
person of power to more of a posi¬
tion of counselor,” he continued,
“His job would be more to ‘explain’
the situation to the committee.”
MacDonald cited that, in the cur¬
rent system, there is room for abu¬
sive power in that the dean can
decide which cases will go before the

SCC, and which will be handled by
the deans and administration.
“This way, there’s no check on the
dean’s power,” he said.
MacDonald also explained that
the dean also has the right to limit
information to which the SCC has
access. In other words, the dean can
decide whether a previous record is
relevant to the case. If he decides it is
not relevant to the case, he does not
have to release the information to
the SCC.

“So essentially, the SCC can be
manipulated by the administration,”
said MacDonald. “With an honor
code, you could not have that. It
would be a major violation.”
MacDonald added that Dean of
the College James W. Carignan is
strongly in favor of an honor code at
Bates. Although it could result in the
loss of some of his powers, the dean
said he feels the advantages would
outweigh these losses.
“Dean Carignan and members of

the EPC think an honor code
impresses on students a sense of the
seriousness of a college education.
That’s his main consideration,”
MacDonald said.
He described several different
kinds of codes being considered,
ranging from the most liberal, which
allows students to check exams out
of the library to complete in a speci¬
fied non-proctored room, to more
(Continued on Page 4)

Williams College Students End Hunger Strike
by Lissa Bass
Staff Reporter

Apathy at Bates? Maybe.
Apathy at Williams? No way.
Williams College students ended
at noon today a hunger strike to
protest the school’s investment in
companies doing business in South
Africa, having won no concessions
from college trustees.
Three students, who began the
fast Friday, ended the strike after
139 hours consuming only water
and vitamins and a teaspoon of
honey daily. Three others ended
their fast after 48 hours.
Students told a news conference
this morning they feared for the
health of the strikers in the face of
the refusal by trustees to back down
on their refusal to sell $6 million
worth of stock.
On Friday, January 21, three Wil¬
liams College students began a
hunger strike in protest of the
school’s trustees’ refusal to divest six

million dollars from 15 companies
operating in South Africa.
The announcement of the strike
came shortly after a meeting
between the trustees’ finance com¬
mittee, the Advisory Committee on
Shareholders Responsibility, and
student leaders from the Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition (W A AC),
as well as approximately 200 other
students.
At the meeting the leaders of
WAAC presented the finance com¬
mittee with a petition signed by
1,200 students and 50 teachers,
along with a list containing three
demands.
The first demand called for the
immediate divestiture of stocks in 15
companies which have failed to
abide by the Sullivan Principles,
according to the WAAC. The Sulli¬
van Principles are a set of guidelines
which emphasize the desegregation
of work facilities and equal opportu-

nities for blacks employed by Ameri¬
can companies in South Africa.
The second demand asked for
elimination of deposits by the col¬
lege in banks that make loans to the
South African government.
And finally, the WAAC demanded
that the seats on the Advisory Com¬
mittee on Shareholders Responsibil¬
ity be changed from appointed to
elected. At this time, the President of
the College, John W. Chandler,
appoints the members, and the stu¬
dents want this procedure changed
to election by peers. This would
mean that students would be elected
by students, faculty by faculty, and
alumni by alumni.
WAAC student member Stephen
Sowle said that the group’s concerns
have remained the same since its
inception seven years ago. The deci¬
sion to stage a hunger strike came
from the desire for “action” from the
trustees.

Phil Crawford is doing what he is
doing.
When the Gay-Straight Alliance
first requested symbolic support
from the Newman Council several
months ago, conflict was obviously
inevitable. But what began as a phi¬
losophic argument on the Church’s
view of sexual lifestyles later erupted
into an organizational battle con¬
cerning the laws which govern the
student Catholic group.
Phil Crawford, the G.S.A. presi¬
dent, eventually demanded that the
Newman Council be banned from
campus unless the power of faculty

News Analysis
adviser Father Frank Morin to veto
any group decision is removed from
the constitution.
Currently, the G.S.A. refuses to
give up, the Newman Council
refuses to give in, and the dispute
continues—in mediation with the
deans—behind tightly closed doors.
This aggressive action on the part
of the G.S.A. is an example of what
Phil Crawford described as “the
political aspect” of the alliance,
which he hopes will reverse the ste¬
reotype that gays are timid citizens
afraid to speak out on major issues.
But while serving as a political
organization, Crawford may be
endangering what he also c 'led “the
primary purpose” of the G.S.A.: to
serve as a support group for the
homosexual and to provide a
healthy atmosphere for that person.
“Our political activity will provide
the closet homosexual on campus an
example of homosexuals able to
lead active, visible roles within the
Bates community, without fear of
negative reactions on the part of
Bates students,” Crawford said.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Mayors Propose Urban Recovery Plan
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-The job-creating urban improvement
programs, $2 billion in emergency
U.S. Conference of Mayors Thurs¬
food and shelter assistance, and
day proposed a $31.5 billion emer¬
creation of a $5 billion Reconstruc¬
gency urban recovery program, with
tion Finance Corporation to pro¬
one group of city leaders recom¬
vide loans and interest subsidies.
mending indefinite delay of the July
tax cut to pay for it.
The need for more jobs domi¬
San Francisco Mayor Diane
nated the talk during much of the
day at the annual midwinter meeting
Feinstein said an across-the-board
of the mayors group, but the city
deferral of the third year of the fed¬
eral income tax cut would save the
leaders were offered few promises by
administration officials.
government $76 billion more than
double what the mayors want to
“The president’s position has not
ease their financial woes.
changed in his opposition to that
kind of program,” said Richard Wil¬
Included in the package, delivered
to House and Senate Democratic
liamson, assistant to the president
leaders, is$14.5 billion for reauthori¬
for intergovernmental affairs, when
asked whether there would be any
zation or restoration of such pro¬
new federal jobs program.
grams as general revenue sharing,
But leading House Democrats,
special assistance during particu¬
including House Speaker Thomas
larly hard times, and Community
O’Neill, D-Mass., and Budget Com¬
Development Block Grants.
But the mayors are also asking for
mittee chairman Rep. James Jones,
D-Okla., said there will be jobthree new programs: $10 billion for

creating legislation.
“We must have an emergency jobs
bill,” O’Neill told the opening ses¬
sion of the two-day meeting.
“It’s not a question of whether
there will be one,” Jones told the
conference’s committee on urban
economic policy, “but its size and the
components it will have.”
That committee, headed by Ms.
Feinstein, passed a resolution urging
deferral of the 10 percent, personal

United Press International
With Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak in Washington seeking a
rapid withdrawal of 80,000 foreign
forces from Lebanon, talks were
deadlocked Thursday over Israel’s
key demand for Israeli-manned spy
stations in Lebanese territory.
While negotiators met for the

Portland Store Owners Gted in Porno Rap

THE PEOPLE’S ACTION
COMMITTEE distributed free 10
lb. bags of potatoes Wednesday
evening in Lewiston and surround¬
ing areas. A local insurance firm

donated the 35,000 lbs. of potatoes
to the P AC following the settlement
of a claim involving the recent over¬
turn of a tractor trailer carrying
50,000 lbs. of potatoes. No income
guidelines were set for those desiring
to receive potatoes.
THE ANDROSCOGGIN SHE¬
RIFFS Department this week will
begin using “intrusion detection
devices” that will alert the depart¬
ment to burglaries taking place at
homes,and businesses in the county,
according to Sheriff Joseph P. Laliberte. The devices are on loan from
an area security firm and will be
available to Androscoggin police
departments. They will primarily be
placed in businesses or homes that
have previously been broken into, or
places the Sheriffs Department
believes may be burglarized, when
tripped they will send a silent alarm
to the Sheriffs Department dis¬
patcher. They will provide 24 hour
surveillance the Department can’t

afford to give and will substitute
some of the man-power they don’t
have.
A GARDINER MAN has filed a
450,000 dollar suit against the
Northeastern Bank of Lewiston,
which he alleges illegally repossessed
his car. Raymond Solcumb bor¬
rowed money from the bank in 1978
to buy the car which was repossessed
when he failed to make a payment
last month. Slocumb says the bank
“discovered its. error” but refused to
correct it and further refused his
offer to correct the default. Slocumb
says he has suffered “unusual
expenses, exceptional hardship in
his personal affairs, great mental
stress, mental anguish and mental
suffering, and severe embarrassment
as the result of (the bank’s) illegal
and outrageous conduct.” He is
seeking 200,000 dollars in compen¬
satory damages and 250,000 dollars
in punitive damages in addition to
the return of the car and its contents.

World News Capsules
Supreme Court Blocks Execution
THE SUPREME COURT tem¬
porarily blocked the execution of a
Texas man convicted of murder,
Monday, 11 hours before he was to
receive the lethal injection. Thomas
Andy Barefoot, 37, was convicted in
the August, 1978, shooting death of
a police officer. Barefoot unsuccess¬
fully sought a stay of execution and
a full appeal at the 5th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, based in New
Orleans, his lawyers then went to the
Supreme Court. Barefoot would
have been the seventh man executed
in the U.S. since the Supreme Coun
reinstated capital punishment in
1976. Also Monday, the Supreme
Court said it would consider on an
emergency basis how the courts
should handle all such last-minute
death penalty appeals. This action
could delay all executions for the
next few months.
FORMER CIA AGENT Edwin
Wilson went on trial in Washington,
Monday, on charges of shipping 21
tons of explosives to Libya. Security
at the trial was tight, after reports
that Wilson had allegedly planned,
from his prison cell, to have two
federal prosecutors and five prose¬

cution witnesses killed.
Wilson has already been con¬
victed of smuggling arms to Libya
and still faces two trials in Washing¬
ton on charges of conspiring to
assasinate a Libyan dissident, ship¬
ping explosives illegally and failing
to register as a Libyan agent.
If convicted of the current
charges, Wilson could face a sen¬
tence of up to 17 years in prison and
fines of up to 145,000 dollars.
SOME 29,000 WATER AND
SEWAGE workers in England,
Wales and Northern Ireland went
on strike Tuesday after last-minute
wage talks with the regional water
authorities ended without an agree¬
ment. Troops were on standby and
millions of people ir households
throughout the United Kingdom
were advised to boil water.
The Unions, who want parity with
gas and electric workers, are
demanding a 15 percent wage
increase.
FRANCE AND THE U.S. have
agreed to allow citizens of one coun¬
try convicted of crimes in the other
to serve their prison terms at home.
French Justice Minister Robert

the conference’s executive commit¬
tee, which is expected to act on it
Friday.
During a later meeting of the eco¬
nomic policy panel, Sen. Bob Dole,
R-Kan., warned against making the
fate of the tax cut a partisan
proposition.
“Will this be a stimulus and what
effect will it have?” he asked. “Some,
both Republicans and Democrats,
believe the third year is critical.”

Mid East Talks Stall Again

Dateline: Lewiston
EIGHT PORTLAND STORE
OWNERS WERE ordered to
appear in District Court Tuesday,
on civil violations as a result of the
city’s new anti-obscenity ordinance.
Portland police, this week began
enforcing the controversial ordi¬
nance, approved by voters in last
November’s referendum. Last month
police went around to stores,
explaining to merchants what was
permissable and what was not. The
eight merchants are to appear in
court February J 0., One of the store
owners alleges that’ He was not
visited by police during the explana¬
tion period. Two of the merchants
said they were “surprised” by the cit¬
ations they received^for “promoting”
obscene magazines.

income tax rate cut due July 1 to
bankroll the proposed urban recov¬
ery act.
Mayor Arthur Clark of Waltham,
Mass., one of those who presented
the proposed urban program to con¬
gressional Democrats, said there
was “great support” for the package
on Capitol Hill, but it would have to
be tied to delaying the tax cut.
The resolution endorsing post¬
ponement of the tax cut was sent to

Badinter, announced Monday that
he and Attorney General Willion
French Smith would sign the treaty
Tuesday in Washington.
Mr. Badinter said there are about
50 Americans in French jails and 40
French nationals in U.S. prisons.
Badinter said most of the crimes
were drug related and no terrorists
were involved. He added that the
decision on whether a prisoner
would be allowed to serve his sen¬
tence in his own country would be
up to the prisoner and his
government.
THE NEW YORK TIMES/CBS
poll indicates reduced support for
President Reagan. The chief com¬
plaints are that Mr. Reagan has
failed to deal with unemployment.
The poll also indicated that Mr.
Reagan does not have the support of
a majority of Americans on two
basic policies, the income tax cut
and military spending.
THE REAGAN ADMINIS¬
TRATION issued a final rule requir¬
ing parental notice when children,
age 17 and under, receive prescrip¬
tion contraceptives from Federally
financed clinics. The rule is sched
uled to take effect Feb. 25 unless it is
blocked by a court.

10th round of withdrawal talks in
the Israeli town of Kiryat Shmona,
Lebanese Foreign Minister Elie
Salem told reporters in Beirut that
Lebanon would agree to the Israeli
demand only if it was granted sim¬
ilar outposts within the Jewish state.
As the talks got under way, Israel
radio quoted Israeli sources as warn¬
ing that recent U.S. proposals on the
withdrawal of Israel’s 30,000 troops
in Lebanon would “drain the Israeli
plan of all contents.”
The radio report was another sign
of an impending confrontation over
Lebanon between the Reagan
administration and Prime Minister
Menachem Begin’s government.
It followed the State Depart¬
ment’s announcement Wednesday
that Begin’s planned visit to
Washington would be held up until
agreement was reached on troop
withdrawals from Lebanon.
In Kiryat Shomona, negotiations
spokesman Avi Pasner told repor¬
ters the talks were held in the frame¬
work of the three subcommittees set
■up by U.S; envoy Philip Habib last
. week to consider future relations,
security arrangements and possible
guarantees.
He said “marked progress” was
made during the talks, particularly
on the issues of liaison and an end to
hostile propraganda, which concern
future relations between the two
states. He gave no further details.
Lebanon’s Christian Phalange
radio quoted chief Israeli negotiator
David Kimche, however, as saying
that Israel was sticking to all its
demands.
Those demands have run into
opposition from not only the Leba¬
nese, but also from the United

States.
The Israeli radio report said the
United States wants U.N. peace¬
keeping troops already stationed in
South Lebanon or “some other
international force” to man the early
warning stations demanded by
Israel.
On future relations, the radio said
Washington has proposed a com¬
mittee “that would in effect serve as a
continuation of the old 1949 Armist¬
ice Agreement,” which Israel consid¬
ers null and void.
While Israel wants Palestine Lib¬
eration Organization guerrillas to'
leave Lebanon ahead of its forces,
the U.S. proposal reportedly calls
for a simultaneous PLO, Syrian and
Israeli withdrawal, the radio said.
Salem told a news conference
Lebanon was optimistic it could
negotiate an Israeli troop with¬
drawal but he warned that “what¬
ever Israel wants of us, we want of
them.
“You want bases? We want bases.
You want guarantees? We want gua¬
rantees. You want securities? We
want securities. You want rights?
We want rights.”
Salem said Israel had one legiti¬
mate claim, “That Lebanon never
again be used as a base” for PLO
operations.
He also warned, “We are sick and
tired of people sitting down behind
closed doors and dictating to us
what we should and should not do.”
At the White House, Mubarak
met with President Reagan over
speeding the withdrawal of the
30,000 Israeli, 40,000 Syrian and
10,000 Palestinian forces from
Lebanon.

American Children Leave
Vietnam
HO CHI MINH CITY, Vietnam
(UPI)—Fifty children fathered by
Americans during the Vietnam War,
many sobbing with grief for family
and friends left behind, began their
long-awaited journey to the United
States Thursday, the 10th anniver¬
sary of the Paris peace accords.
The children and 44 of their moth¬
ers, brothers and sisters formed the
largest group of Amerasians to leave
Vietnam since the airlifts were begun
last September.
They flew to Bangkok aboard an
Air France jumbo jet and were
immediately hussled to a refugee
camp south of the Thai capital to
complete U.S. immigration formal¬
ities.
William White, 14, proudly
aranced around Ton Son Nhut air¬
port before takeoff in a bedraggled
fake fur jacket.
“I don’t have a home in America
because my dad was k 1 :d in the war
in 1967,” William sai “But I’m an
American and I’m g ng to go to
school and become a ero like my
dad.”

Things did not look so rosy for
William’s 11-year-old brother Anh
Dung who cried in agony for the
older sister left behind. She was
deemed ineligible because she had
married a Vietnamese.
Pretty little Dang Thi Thu Nga,
12, whose legs are crippled by polio,
was going to join her father in Pine
Bluff, Ark. But it wasn’t such a
happy ending for her. Her father has
a family of his own and, after agree¬
ing to take Thu Nga, insisted her
mother and two Vietnamese sisters
settle in Houston, Texas.
Only 21 of the 50 children were
going home to fathers who recog¬
nized and legitimized them. The
fathers of the rest are dead or have
new families. For those children,
refugee relief centers or church wel¬
come committees will provide their
first taste of America.
The children on Thursday’s flight,
which marked the 10th anniversary
of the signing of the Paris Peace
Accords to end the war in Vietnam,
brought to 109 the number of Amerasian children who have left Viet¬
nam over the past year.
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Special Report

Bulimia —A Victim Shares her Experience

Bulimarexia: The disease where a
person, usually a woman, will,
because of underlying emotional dis¬
orders, eat large amounts of food
(binge) and induce vomiting and/ or
take laxatives to rid themselves of
the food (purge). Also known as
bulimia.
I am bulimic.
That means I spend large
amounts of time stuffing food down
my throat and then forcing myself to
vomit. Occasionally, I take laxatives
to insure the complete catharsis of
food from my system.
Who am I? I could be just about
anyone. I could be your girlfriend,
your roommate or the woman who
sits next to you in class. The point is,
I look no different from anybody
else. Unlike my anorexic sisters
whose emaciated bodies give them
away, I appear to be healthy and fit
with no observable symptoms.
I first decided 1 would write this
after reading a collection of articles
on eating disorders at the Health
Center. While I thought all of the
articles made some valuable points,
I disagreed with many of the conclu¬
sions reached by the authors.
I was not “well-groomed” like all
the women in the case studies were
described, nor did 1 perceive my
father as a “distant, aloof figure” in
my childhood.
I think a problem in the research
on bul i mia is that the subjects tend
to be upper-middle class, so they fit
those stereotypes of bulimic
women. I am not from an uppermiddle class family. I am here by the
grace of financial aid and no other
reason.
I am not a psychologist, and
except for my own research on
“abnormal” psychology, have never
been formally educated in psychol¬
ogy. But I believe that bul imia is an
obsessive-compulsive manifestation
of underlying problems and that to
simply try to modify the binge/ purge behavior is not to address the
“real” problem at all.
This is why 1 take issue with the
behavior modification theories that
seem to be prevalent now.

believe most “therapists” would find
that the overt manifestations would
slowly disappear as the underlying
conflicts were resolved.
Think of it as a dandelion plant
where the flower symbolizes the bin¬
ging/ purging and the leaves repres¬
ent the rationalizations: fear of fat,
fear of sexual rejection, the “ideal”
body image, etc. (Yes, I do consider
these rationalizations.)
Anyone who has tried to get rid of
a dandelion plant knows that if you
simply pull off the leaves and the
flower, the plant is going to grow
back anyway because the root is still
there.
I first started inducing vomiting
when I was 15 or 16. I didn’t do it
with the religious regularity of my
later years, I only vomited when I
felt I had eaten “too much” which
generally meant more than one
meal.
1 didn’t realize it then, but I had
“anorexic-like” symptoms. I would
periodically fast (at least three times
a week) to maintain what I consi¬
dered to be my “ideal” weight (25 30 lbs. less than my current weight).
When I came to college, I imme¬
diately embarked upon a “health
kick” with the same relentless perfec¬
tionism that had marked my adoles¬
cent fasts. I became a vegetarian,
and a very strict one at that.
White sugar never touched my
lips and for the first year, I lived on
cottage cheese and fruit. I ate from
1,000 to 1,200 calories a day which I
vigilently recorded in a notebook. I
ran five miles a day unless I was
“lazy” and only eeked out three.
One of the payoffs was that I was
very physically healthy at the time,
but my reasons for rigidly adhering
to such a strict set of standards were
pathological. I was the scourger and
the scourged.
1 became “actively” bulimic the
summer between freshman and
sophomore years. 1 was living with
my parents, an arrangement that
didn’t make me too happy. 1 was
depressed and lonely. I had a
summer job I hated, and I didn’t
seem to have anything to say to my

I first started inducing vomiting when I was 15 or
16. I didn’t do it with the religious regularity of my
later years. 1 only vomited when 1 felt 1 had eaten
“too much” which generally meant more than one
meal.
1 underwent a sort of behavior
modification a year ago. I had to
carry a small memo pad with me at
all times and before I put anything in
my mouth, I had to write down what
it was and how many calories it
contained.
At first it worked. I endured the
stares of my dinnermates who
watched me religiously record the
caloric value of a lettuce leaf before
eating it. But after a while, I got sick
(no pun intended) of doing this,
tossed the memo pad away and glor¬
iously celebrated my “freedom” with
a half gallon of ice cream.
One might argue that I was
obviously not properly motivated to
change my behavior and in a sense I
think that’s true. My point is that the
reason 1 didn’t change my behvaior
was because my behavior was my
means of coping with a lot of under¬
lying conflicts that I intellecutally
knew were there but couldn’t verbal¬
ize opt of shame, guilt and most of
all unconsciousness.
I think the important thing is not
to focus on the binge/purge behav¬
ior, but the “whys” behind it. I

old high school friends.
I tried maintaining my health
food diet at home and I did manage,
at first, to eat wholesome food. The
problem was that, out of loneliness,
I ate too much wholesome food.
I hadn’t weighed myself in a while,
which sharply contrasted with my
old behavior of weighing myself at
least five times a day. One terrible

Didn’t all the magazines and tele¬
vision shows present the ideal con¬
cept of a woman as one who was
sylph-like?
In that moment, I saw myself los¬
ing all my chances for love and
happiness.
And then for some inexplicable
reason, I went down to the kitchen
and baked a batch of Tollhouse
cookies—with whole wheat flour, of
course. I mixed the dough without

tasting it, no small accomplishment,
popped them in the oven, took them
out when they were done and bit
into the “chocolatey gooey ness.”
It was the first “refined sugar” I
had had in a year.
And as that innocent bit of cookie
slid down my esophagus, something
was triggered deep inside my brain
and 1 knew what 1 would do.
I gobbled down the entire batch of
Tollhouse cookies, quickly, franti¬
cally, without really tasting them. So
fast that I almost choked a couple of
times.
And then confidently, I strode to
the bathroom, squatted down, stuck
two fingers down my throat and
threw up. I had never been so sure of
anything in my whole life.
That summer was an orgy of
binges and purges. The amazing
thing was that I never really con¬
nected my behavior with the disease
bulimia. It wasn’t that I wasn’t
aware of the existence of such a syn¬
drome, it was just that I believed that
I was in control. I could stop any¬
time I “really” wanted to.
I have a very clear memory of
hanging my head over the toilet

As of today, 1 haven’t hinged and purged in two
weeks and l am very proud of myself. But I still
consider myself bulimic. Even if I don’t binge and
purge for 30 years I will still consider myself a
bulimic.
morning I resolutely stepped on the
scale and saw, with a rising sense of
panic, that I had gained ten pounds.
Wave after wave of anxiety and
self-loathing swept over me. Ugly,
ugly, ugly, I thought. Fat and ugly. I
knew that the worst fate a woman
could meet was chubbiness.
Hadn’t my brothers always
chanted at me, “Boys don’t make
passes at girls who wear glasses
unless they have good frames”? (The
glasses had come off years ago.)

vomiting and wondering to myself,
“Could I be bulimic?” and imme¬
diately dismissing the thought as
absurd. I was in control, I had to be.
But I was not in control and as
time went on I began to realize it. I
never did anything about it though
until one morning when I was
throwing up breakfast (by that time,
I was throwing up meals as well as
binging and purging) I noticed red,
mucousy streaks in the vomit. With
a sudden terrified awareness, I rec-

ognized the seriousness of my prob¬
lem. I knew it was time to seek help.
I began to see a woman therapist.
At first, it was such a relief to talk
about it, but she suggested some the¬
ories that I could not accept. She
perceived the behavior as a very
angry thing. I was taken back.
Angry? Me? Why, 1 hadn’t been
angry in years. I never got angry.
Oh, sure, sometimes I would feel
annoyed at people, but I would

You stuff yourself until you can¬
not possibly eat anymore, so much
that your stomach hurts and you
often pray you get to a bathroom
before you vomit.
And you must vomit. The food is
your ugliness, your sin, your enemy.
The thought of allowing that filth
to digest never crosses your mind
and you will sometimes take laxa¬
tives to make sure you get it all, one
way or another. I personally never

BULIMIA
Short Term Effects: tearing of the esophagus,
inflamed salivary glands, dehydration.
Long Term Effects: tooth decay, pH imbalance,
amenorrhea, irregular heart rhythms, kidney failure,
death.
always guiltily squelch it. Anger was
bad. Nice people didn’t get mad at
other people.
On her suggestion, I joined a
group for bulimics, but I hated it. In
retrospect, I can see that I was not
ready to join a group. I was too with¬
drawn and my compulsion still was
too necessary. My inner conflicts
had not even been touched.
For those who cannot understand
the lack of control involved, I will try
and make it clear. I have had many
friends who said to me, in tones of
complete bewilderment and disgust,
“Why don’t you just stopV Well, it’s
not that easy. Believe me, if I could
have “just stopped” I would have.
We all have compulsive behavior
like checking the door twice to make
sure it’s locked or occasionally eat¬
ing for taste and not hunger.
Imagine this magnified many times
over and accompanied by a great
sense of anxiety.
It seems to me that most people
focus mainly on the vomiting aspect
of bul imia and I think this is a grave,
though understandable, error. But
the “binge” is just as much a part of
bulemia as is the purging. Like horse
and carriage, they are bound
together.
It is as if there is this demon in
your head that in any moment of
stress, depression or emotion comes
alive and insists, eat eat EAT, and
the only way you can get rid of the
incredible anxiety, the uncomforta¬
ble tension, is to eat huge amounts of
food so quickly that you don’t have
time to taste it, don’t really need to
taste it.

really got into laxative abuse,
although I occasionally took eight to
twelve laxatives at a time.
Laxatives present their own spe¬
cial kind of problem. Continued use
of laxatives can destroy the nerves in
your colon and also make you laxa¬
tive dependent.
The constant cycle of binge/ purge
does take its toll. The first thing you
notice is dizziness and a constant
sense of fatigue. Short term effects
are tearing of the esophagus (that
persistant sore throat that all bulim¬
ics know, as well as bleeding),
inflamed salivary glands and
dehydration.
Long term effects include tooth
decay (caused by the acidity of the
vomit), pH imbalance (fatigue, weak¬
ness) which can lead to irregular
heart rhythms and kidney failure,
and cessation of the menstrual cycle
(amenorrhea). Some of these are
potentially fatal.
It is estimated that between 20-30
percent of all college women are
involved to some degree in binging
and purging. If you are one of these
women, I urge you to seek help right
away. You are not alone, you will
not be labeled “weird” and you can
be helped.
Find someone professional that
you can talk to. Confiding in a friend
is wonderful and a step in the right
direction, but you need the support
and understanding that a trained
person can offer.
Don’t be discouraged if you can’t
talk to the first therapist you go to.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Lesbian Fired by Christian
Science Monitor a Bates Grad
by Gail Johnston
News Editor
“They fired me quite clearly
because Pm a lesbian,” said Bates
graduate Christine Terp-Madsen 73
in a recent interview with the
Student.
Madsen was fired in Dec. of 1981
from the Christian Science Monitor,
where she had worked for seven
years as a staff writer and the assist¬
ant editor of the magazine section,
and is now sueing the Monitor for
one million dollars and reinstatement.
The suit charges violation of pri¬
vacy, defamation of character, bad
faith termination of employment
and failure of the paper to follow its
own personnel procedures and by¬
laws as written by Mary Baker
Eddy, the denomination’s founder.
According to Madsen, “Some¬
body went to a high-ranking official
and told lies about me, but they all
had to do with my being a lesbian.”
At the time Madsen was not “out”
at the paper, but when approached
with the accusations, she admitted
confidentially and “as a friend” to
her superior that she was a lesbian,
and “the next two weeks were abso¬
lutely horrible. I was cornered and
said ‘yes, 1 am a lesbian,’ and they
fired me.”
Two weeks after Madsen was
fired, Jim Ogan, the business and
cost analysis supervisor for the
Building and Grounds Division was
also fired having lied about talking
with a spiritual advisor concerning
his relation with gays in a theater
group.
In an article in the Gay Commu¬
nity News, Ogan said that he denied
being gay “because I’d seen what
happened to Chris Madsen two
weeks before,” but he added that
some church official had known that
he was gay earlier because when he
applied for a position in a different
department it “was mentioned in my
personnel file that my sexual orien¬
tation was the reason why” he was
turned down.
Since there are no laws specifi¬
cally designed to prevent discrimina¬
tion of gays, Madsen’s attorney
Katherine Triantafillou must prove
that the actions of the Monitor vio¬
lated statutes protecting employee’s
contracts.
On Jan. 14 the lawyers for the

Monitor filed for dismissal, but
Madsen intends to pursue the issue
because, as she said in a Dec. 1 press
conference, “When 1 was fired I real¬
ized I had an opportunity to try to
further the rights of lesbians arid gay
men.”
According to members of the Gay
Christian Scientists of Boston, who
organized a protest of the firings
during the summer, the church has
“vociferously condemned homosex¬
uals for 15 years and has fired many
lesbians and gay male employees
recently.”
Madsen became a Christian
Scientist while at Bates, and
“thought it was a very liberal religion... in fact it was a long time before
1 realized how (church officials) felt
about homosexuality.
“I still believe the people in the
newsroom did not want me to be
fired... and believe me, I’ve thought
a lot about Christian Science and
lesbianism and whether the two are
incompatible; they are not.”

■

UNFAIR... Christine Terp-Madsen, ’73 is upset with firing practices and alleged discrimination at the
Christian Science Monitor. Equal Times Newspaper photo by Carolyn Hine.

Newman-GSA Controversy: Playing by the Rules
(Continued from Page 1)
But his idealistic outlook quickly
disregards the rampant harrassment
of gays following a luncheon semi¬
nar just four years ago, when several
students and a faculty member dis¬
cussed their homosexual values,
bringing unprecedented attention to
the gay community here.
Crawford has set lofty goals for
the G.S.A. Besides the conflict with
the Newman Council, the alliance is
also going to attempt to shut school
doors on military recruiters.
“The G.S.A. would like to see
removal of military recruiters
because of their active and blatant
discrimination against homosexu¬
als,” he said, referring to a military
document which stated that homo¬
sexuals are “security and reliability
risks who discredit themselves and
the service.”
Before attempting to fulfill-his
goals, Crawford should remember
where he is, and what he is working
with. Bates is a small confined com¬
munity which doesn’t lend itself to
change, or to conflict.
The inherent risk looms large that
students may soon grow tired of the
controversy which the political

aggressiveness of the G.S.A. will
cause. History has already shown
the results not to be a sought for
scene.
Crawford asserted—his words
ringing with statesman-like rhe¬
toric—that he will not be swayed by
negative reaction. “Regardless of
student opinion, we will not compro¬
mise our ideals and principles that
must be dealt with,” he said.
But if he is not swayed by negative
reaction, the individual members of
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and the dean, MacDonald cited
another defect of the current system
at Bates as being the lack of set stan¬
dards about what is or is not consid¬
ered dishonest in certain situations.
Because of this, faculty members
tend to treat academic dishonesty
inconsistently. Another problem is
that not all alleged cases are
reported.
The most controversial aspect of
adopting a code involves the issue of
one student being required to report
another, and thus, the honor code is
often nicknamed the “rat code.”
He explained that this conception
is inaccurate, in that it is not a
requirement that a student report a
cheating student, but rather that the
witness “take such action as he
believes would be consistent with his
own sense of honor.” If a student
witnesses an extreme violation, he
should first confront the cheating
student, suggest he turn himself in. If
the witness gets no response from
this action, he should feel not
required, but obligated to report the
violation.

in need of comfort. If there is no
backlash from Crawford’s attempts
at creating a less discriminatory
environment for the homosexual, he
has achieved enormous success, and
all of Bates will have benefited from
his work.
But if prejudiced sentiments are
stirred by G.S.A. action, Crawford
can only blame himself. The rules of
this game are ludicrously unfair, but
at least the rulebook has already
been presented for everyone to see.

A Bulimic Experience
(Continued from Page 3)
Psychologists are people too and
just because you’re “supposed” to be
able to talk to them doesn’t mean
you’ll hit it off with the first person
you see.
Don’t rule out a male therapist
either unless you really think you
can’t talk to a man. One year and
several binge/ purges after I had
stopped seeing the woman therapist,
I began to see a male psychologist,
something I swore I never would be
able to do. But, lo and behold, I
discovered that he was a human

Honor Code Proposal Nearing Completion
(Continued from Page 1)
structured forms which merely allow
for the elimination of a proctor in a
regular testing situation.
According to information re¬
ceived by the EPC, some schools
have codes that go beyond academ¬
ics. For example, at the University
of Virginia, students are expelled
from school for knowingly passing
bad checks, or for using other peo¬
ple’s credit card telephone numbers.
Furthermore, the rules of the honor
code are supposed to hold up within
the whole county, not just when a
student is on university grounds.
In addition to the roles of the SCC

the G.S.A. will be the ones to suffer.
They will have to persevere disdain,
ridmule, possibly even blatant har¬
rassment. Thus, the primary goal of
the G.S.A.—to work as a support
group—becomes the victim of the
group’s own political aggressiveness.
And suddenly, there’s no place for
the gay student to turn to for
support.
Crawford’s intentions are noble.
But he must keep in mind that the
G.S.A. is a group of people who are

“Usually an honor code means
that students over all have much
greater involvement in upholding
the laws of the school,” MacDonald
said. “This, I think, is one of the best
advantages to having one.”
MacDonald said that once the
honor code proposal is near comple¬
tion, he expects that forums and dis¬
cussions will be held to stimulate
interest and to get more ideas for the
finer points of the code.
When the student body has been
made aware of the implications of a
code, a vote will be taken on the
proposal. If this is ratified by the
students, the code will then be voted
on by the faculty and finally by the
president of the college.
“If there is an honor code, it will
probably give students more say in
any affair,” said MacDonald. “The
honor code itself won’t have an
effect on other aspects of the college,
but if the president sees it working
out, he’ll probably allow more stu¬
dent input.”
“It’s really just a matter of gaining
respect,” he concluded.

being too and I could really talk to
him. Understanding -transcends
gender.
As of today, I haven’t binged and
purged in two weeks and I am very
proud of myself. But I still consider
myself bulemic. Even if I don’t binge
and purge for 30 years I will still
consider myself a bulemic. As I’ve
tried to convey, I think bulemia
encompasses more than the overt
behavior, more than an obsession
with food, weight and “ideal” stand¬
ards of feminine beauty.
I’m going to see a doctor next

week for the first time and I’m ready
for it, even though I’m not going to
let them weigh me. I realize now that
I am very angry and I’m learning
how to deal with it more construc¬
tively. I think that I might be able to
join a group soon.
It is a lot of hard work and at
times can be extremely discourag¬
ing. But stick with it, it’s worth it.
Really.
(Ed. Note: For obvious reasons,
the author of this story was granted
anonymity as requested.)

Library Reference Help
Looking for presidential papers? Need to use the texts of treaties? On
Thursday Febraury 3 at 4 p.m. the Library Reference Department will offer
a help session on primary sources in U.S. government publications, for
history and political science students. Meet at the Library conference room
(main floor, through the double glass doors beyond the photocopy
machines).

The best way to guard against breast cancer is right
in your hands. It's called breast self-examination.
You see, changes are continuously taking place
in your body. That's why a monthly breast selfexamination is so important. As you become famil¬
iar with how your breasts feel, you'll be better able
,to notice changes. Any change, like a lump, should
send you to the doctor promptly. Fortunately, most
lumps are benign, but finding a cancer at an early
stage greatly increases the chance of survival.
So ask your doctor to teach you breast selfexamination. And while you're at it, ask him
about mammography —a low-dose breast x-ray
that can detect a cancer even before the most
experienced doctor can find it.
For more information, call your local ACS office.

American Cancer Society
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.
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Wins Over Merrimack and Colby-Sawyer Last Week

Women’s Basketbafl on SurgeUp Record to 6-3
by Amy Coffey
Staff Reporter

A GOOD EFFORT but no dice versus Tufts, as David Kennedy puts one
up in last week’s action. Student photo by Wolansky.

The loyal fans who were present
in Alumni Gymnasium to watch the
womens basketball team defeat both
Merrimack College and ColbySawyer College witnessed basket¬
ball history as the Bobcats brought
their record up to 6-3.
The Bobcats appear to be unstop¬
pable as they captured these two vic¬
tories to bring their winning streak
up to an amazing six—the most suc¬
cessful seen by women at Bates.
Last Monday the women hosted a
strong Merrimack College team.
First half play showed Bates to be
slow getting started with a half time
score of 32-31 in Merrimack’s favor.
In the second half the women
played strong and intelligently to
outscore the Merrimack Warriors
46-31, making the final score 77-63
for the Bobcat win.
Coach Donna Turnbaugh com¬
mended the women for a “total team
game.” Sophomore Guard Paula
Pomponi, who proved her versatil¬
ity as a player by scoring eight points
as well as totaling four steals and six
turnovers agreed with Turnbaugh.

Five Straight Losses

Bobcats Fall to Clark and Tufts
by John Cullen
Staff Reporter

Bates will carry a five game losing
streak to western Massachusetts this
weekend to play both Williams and
Amherst on successive nights. Frus¬
trating is the only word to describe
Bates’ 2-10 season thus far.
Bates has reached the lowest point
of its season following 33 and 23
point losses to Clark and Tufts Uni¬
versities respectively.
Against Clark, Bates fought from
behind to tie the game at 36 only to
get blown out over the last 15 min¬
utes of the game, losing 90-57.
The Tufts game was much the
same. Bates made a strong come¬
back to turn a 12 point halftime
deficit into a one point lead, only to

fall totally apart and lose 77-54.
Of the many reasons why Bates
can’t seem to come up with a victory
is its lack of height. The Bobcats are
getting abused under the boards. In
their last two games they have been
out-rebounded, 103-55.
Freshman Dave Kennedy (6.9
rebounds per game) is the only legiti¬
mate rebounding threat on the team.
The loss of Ben Hughes at the start
of the term further weakened Bates’
inside game.
Another problem plagueing the
Bobcats is turnovers. While they
aren’t turning the ball over an abnor¬
mal amount of times, they turn it
over at key moments in the game.
The Clark game was a perfect
example. Just when the Bobcats had
made a comeback, they lost all they

had gained due to turnovers. Clark
was able to pick a few quick baskets
as a result and regain the momen¬
tum which had been in Bates favor.
Even in the MIT game, the Bob¬
cat’s last win, Bates had 22
turnovers—too many for a team
who wants to win consistently.
Despite the many problems, Bates
has had this season, there have been
some brightspots. The play of Herb
Taylor has been exceptional all

Taylor is averaging just under 20
points a game and grabbing five
rebounds a game as a guard. Per¬
haps the most impressive thing
about Taylor’s play has been his
eight assists a game.

Quotable Quotes and Astute Words
of Wisdom from Sports Heroes
Often, the sports enthusiast is
only exposed to the physical side of
today’s athlete. The sports media
probes at specific game situations
when talking with the athletes.
It is rare, however, when a report¬
er attempts to reveal an intellectual
view of a sports figure. Athletes,
remember, are human. And humans
not only perform, but they speak,
also.

Dick Vermeil, former Philadel¬
phia Eagle head football coach, on
his emotional retirement speech,
... “If at first you don’t succeed,

So in an effort to bring out some
inner thoughts of some of our popu¬
lar modern day sports personalities,
I searched long and hard for quotes
from these sports heroes. Many of
these astute words of wisdom will
surely be found in our elementary
school history books in the near
future...

Boxer Michael Spinks, on his
recent arrest for possession of a
stolen firearm.. .“Walk softly, but
carry a loaded machine gun.”
Rick Kuhn, former Boston Col¬
lege basketball player, convicted of
shaving points during his career...
“It isn’t whether you win or lose, it’s
how you throw the game.”

Dave
oi\ Sports
by David Brenner, staff reporter

cry cry again.

San Diego Clipper veteran Randy
Smith, upon breaking the NBA
record for consecutive games
played ... “Sticks and stones may
break my bones, but games will
never hurt me.”
Late last year, hockey sensation
Wayne Gretzky, when asked how
close he was to breaking Phil Esposi¬
to’s single season scoring record... “Four score and seven goals to
go...”
Bates basketball coach John
Amols, on his working relationship
with the school’s athletic director... “Don’t count your neckties
before Bob Hatch.”
Boston Celtic coach Bill Fitch, on
back-up center Rick Robey...
“Don’t throw bricks at glass
backboards.”

“As a whole we’re becoming more
confident. Everyone’s contributing
to the win. There’s no one‘star’,” she
said.
Since the women embarked on
this winning streak, the same theme
of “team play for team win” has
prevailed.
A quick check of the point total
shows four players scoring in double
digits. High point was captain Gail
LeBlanc with 14, freshmen Leslie
Latady and Lisa Kelley each scored
12 points and guard/forward
Monique Petty totaled 10 points.
Althea Latady had another fine
game scoring nine points, and was
3-4 in field goal attempts.
The women displayed a great
resource of talent and enough confi¬
dence to utilize it. They showed that
they could be successful with a diver¬
sity of player combinations. This
held especially true in the second
half of action.
The Bobcats were 16-21 from the
freethrow line for a 72.7 percentage.
They played effectively as a unit, and
handled the Merrimack pressure
with determination and skill.
A satisfying \yin for all the, play¬
ers, the Bobcats began working
towards their next- contest against
Colby-Sawyer College on Saturday,
Jan. 22.
The Colby-Sawyer game prom¬
ised to be a challenge for both teams
as Colby-Sawyer came to Bates with
a record of 9-6. As in the Merrimack
game, the Bobcat women were slow
warming up. The first half ended

with a 24-23 score showing ColbySawyer College with a slight
advantage.
However, in the second half, the
Bates women came out fighting.
With 17:51 on the clock, Laura Hol¬
lingsworth hit a freethrow to tie up
the game.
Less than a minute later Hollings¬
worth sunk two more to give Bates
the lead which it retained for the
remainder of the game.
Every member of the squad had
playing time to produce what one
team mate labeled “a very satisfying
win in the respect that everyone had
a part in it.”
Petty was high point with a total
of 14, an amazing feat considering
that she left the game early due to an
injury. LeBlanc pulled down a team
high of 10 rebounds as she put in an
aggressive and well-played game.
Freshman guard Lynda Chabot
played a fine game. Chabot scored
two points to two field goal
attempts, sinking a difficult shot
from the floor late in the second half.
She also pulled down an impressive
four rebounds to contribute her taljvip.^o riiiw n<4tubs s»i.i

The women face the Bow.doin
College Polar Bears tonight in
Brunswick. Their victory over Bowdoin earlier in the season kicked off
the winning streak, however it was a
close and well-fought match.
Tomorrow the team will host the
University of Maine-Farmington at
three in Alumni Gymnasium.

Skiers Place Seventh
at Lake Placid
by Douglas Campbell
Staff Reporter

In the first official competition of
the season, both the men and the
women’s ski team took a respectable
seventh place in the St. Lawrence
Winter Carnival.
The Bobcats were paced by Kathy
Bellucci in the women’s giant slalom

5
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finished , first, second and third in
both the men’s and womens
division.
The outstanding performances of
the carnival for Bates came from
Bellucci and Hoder. Both gained
points towards qualification in the
N.C.A.A. Championships. Other
key performances came from Dan

%>
«

and by Randy Hoder in the men’s
giant slalom.
All of the alpine events took place
on White Face Mountain, at Lake
Placid, the site of the 1980 Winter
Olympics. Yet due to weather condi¬
tions, the cross country events had
to be transferred to Breadloaf ski
area by Middlebury College.
The top finishers in the carnival
were the University of Vermont,
Middlebury and Dartmouth, which

MacDonald and Sue Flynn. Mac¬
Donald finished 23rd in his fifteen
kilometer cross country race. Flynn
placed 24th in the women’s 7.5
kilometer cross country race.
In the cross country relays both
the men and the women took sixth
place. The women’s team was com¬
posed of Flynn, Anne Benoit, and
anchored by Sarah Eusden. Mac¬
Donald, Joel Page, and Sam Smith
made up the men’s team.
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Just 38 Points Shy of 1,000

Gail LeBlanc Making History
with Basketball at Bates
by Amy Coffee
Staff Reporter

Senior Gail LeBlanc will be remembered in the record books buried
deep in the heart of Bates archives long after she leaves here. Mirror
photo.

Injuries Plague
Women’s Track Effort
by PJ. Levin
Staff. Reporter
UtUu^i *
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With several key injuries and
illnesses, the women’s indoor track
squad fell victim to both Bowdoin
and University of Maine at Orono
Friday night.
Despite the loss, several Bobcats
had very commendable perform¬
ances. School and facility records
were shattered in several events.
Ellen Mangan, a freshman from
Beverley, broke the school record in
the 600m run with a time of 1:41.6.
This time was not only a school
record but also qualified her for the
New Englands which will be held
later in the season.
Easily winning the 800m, Rebecca
Watt, a sophomore, missed her
school record of 2:21.33 by a mere
two seconds. In addition to winning
the 800m, Watt also outclassed the
competition in the mile run with a
respectable time of 5:21.7.
Other performances worthy of
praise were: a fourth place finish by
Martha Clary in her first time run¬
ning the mile. This finish was close

Bates acquired a third place in
that heated contest when Nancy Bell
crossed the finish line in 11:19.7.
Camille McKayle, running the
400m run with a time of 1:04.2, fin¬
ished fourth after a close battle with
Elizabeth Caron of Maine.
Another fourth place finish was
captured by freshman Chris Carlson
in the 1000m with a time of 3:27.7.
The loss was a disappointing one
for the Bobcats as the season has
been a successful one thus far.
As the CBB contest quickly
approaches, the squad is preparing
itself for two victories against the
other Maine rivals of Colby and
Bowdoin. This contest will be held
next week and if all goes well, the
Bobcats’ true talent will shine,
and exciting with Clary nudging out
Carol Cote of Maine at the finish
line.
A facility record was broken by
Jo-Ann Choiniere in the two mile
with a time of 10:50.8. Choiniere
raced against the former record
holder, Laurie Bean of Bowdoin and
bettered her time by more than six
seconds.

“Basketball is a game in which
everyone gets a chance to he best."
—Senior Gail LeBlanc
Gail LeBlanc is living proof of her
statement as she has taken advan¬
tage of her chance to be best and
nears 1,000 total career points, a
mark attained by only one woman in
Bates history. Priscilla Wilde ’77
achieved a career total of 1,079
points scored.
Going into tonight’s game at Bow¬
doin, LeBlanc is a mere 38 points
away and with an average of 9.5
points per game this season should
.hit it on home court when Bates
hosts four in a row in early
February.
LeBlanc and her teammates are
currently making Bates history as
they have secured a six game win¬
ning streak, holding a 6-3 record.
LeBlanc, who also plays softball
for Bates began her basketball
career in 7th grade. At that level she
saw it as nothing more than a fun
sport to occupy her free time. As a

freshman in high school she was a
varsity starter, but she did not
become seriously involved in the
sport until her sophomore year in
high school.
LeBlanc ended her high school
career with about 700 points, and,
more importantly, a good attitude
toward basketball and playing on a
team. She attributes her ability to
shoot on the smallness of her high
school team which gave her a great
amount of experience getting the
ball from her teammates and actually shooting.
As a freshman at Bates, LeBlanc
scored 333 points, averaging 14.5
points per game. Her sophomore
year she averaged 15.8 points per
game and totaled 379 points. She
also set the Bates record for season
free-throws percentage with .803.
Last season, as a junior, LeBlanc
lead the team in scoring with 11.6
points per game, although she was
benched due to injury for a portion
of the season. She has been strug¬
gling with an injury this season, but
has managed to amount an impres¬
sive total of 76 points already.

Injuries Hinder Performances

Men Meet Losing Fate
by P.J. Levin
Staff Reporter

While the Bobcats held their own
against the power house teams from
UVM and UNH, they were not vic¬
torious this past Saturday afternoon.
The long travel to Bates proved to
be the most rewarding for UVM as it
won the entire meet with 65 points.
Next, was UNH with 55 points fol¬
lowed by the Bobcats, who compiled
a total of 49 points.
However, the score does not tell
the complete story for it does not
take into account the many absences
which greatly contributed to the loss
for Bates.
Despite the many gaps left by ill
or injured competitors, there were
many competitors whose presence
made great contributions to the
excitement of the meet itself.
Junior Jamie Goodberlet ac¬
quired the only first places for Bates
by winning both the mile and the
two mile. Goodberlet won both
races with strong finishes and a cru¬
cial lean forward at the tape to out-

Reginald Floyd who placed second
with a distance of 21' 3 1/4". Third
place went to Paul Slovenski (21'2")
and fourth went to junior Bill Duffy
(20' 5 1/2").
Bates also acquired two places in
the 500m when Doug Quintal and
Jim Mulholland got second and
third places respectively.
Senior Dave Donahue placed sec¬
ond in the triple jump with 41' 71/4"
and fourth in the high jump with 6'
2".
:
Other athletes who competed in
two events also fared well. John
Raitt, a junior, placed second in the
35-lb. wt. with a throw of 44' 6 1/2",
while he also placed third in the shot
put by throwing 44' 9 1/4". Co¬
captain Dan Watson placed second
in the high jump with a jump of 6'4".
Next Saturday the Bobcats will
again run at home in the State of
Maine Invitational. Hopefully with
a healthy squad Bobcat fans will be
able to expect a Bates victory,
distance all of his opponents.
In the long jump, Bates took all
places but first, which was missed by
only a quarter inch by freshman

For a clear, concise, and accurate look at the Bates perspective on
things, we suggest a subscription to the Student. Send a subscription
home, or to an alumni, or to anyone interested in the college. The
Student is the closest thing to being here.
Even the phone company can’t beat that.
For a subscription, fill out the coupon
below and receive ten issues of the Student for
only $6.75. Enclose payment if you wish, or
send no money and we will bill you later.

Clip and mail coupon to The Bates Student, Box 309, Bates College,
Lewiston, Maine 04240
^.$6.75 payment enclosed
— Bill me later
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SOME OF THE
MOST
IMPORTANT
WORK FOR
CANCER IS
BEING DONE
OUTSIDE
THE LAB.
It's being done by
people like Madeline
Mitza and Theresa
Barbieri.
They met when
Madeline was in treat¬
ment for breast cancer
and Theresa was the
volunteer who drove
her to her therapy ap¬
pointments. Now, like
Theresa, Madeline is
bringing helpand hope
to others as a Reach to
Recove ry vo I u n tee r.
The work in the lab
must continue. So must
the work outside. We
need your help.

SHARE
THE COST
OF LIVING

Address.

City.

As team captain LeBlanc detailed
her responsibility “My job is to keep
everyone working and having fun,”
she said. One of her most admirable
qualities is her sense of the impor¬
tance of the team in achieving her
goal.
This year’s team is one of the fin¬
est in Bates history. LeBlanc pointed
out that “when you have four star¬
ters scoring in double figures, you
can’t key in on anyone.” Her team¬
mates work hard to get the ball to
the most effectively positioned
shooter, LeBlanc does not feel
undue pressure to be constantly
under the net as she and her team¬
mates are confident in the talent of
all the members.
Off the court LeBlanc is a senior
math major from Bernardston,
Massachusetts. She hopes to be a
teacher, and has been working
towards her certification. Of course,
she also has an eye towards coaching
team sports. LeBlanc is admired and
respected by the other members of
the team for her attitude towards the
game and the team.
LeBlanc admits to being nervous,
and excited about reaching the 1,000
point mark. But, she is not overanx¬
ious because, as she put it, “Who’s to
say I couldn’t get hurt tomorrow?”
She feels lucky to have the oppor¬
tunity to reach this goal and knows
that she could not have done it
alone. In her words, “Everybody on
the team is important. I’m glad to be
able to be a part of it.”
If all goes as expected, LeBlanc
will reach the 1,000 point total at
either the Worcester Tech game
Feb. 4 or the Wheaton College con¬
test Feb. 5, both at home. LeBlanc
would like to be able to reach the
mark at Bates.
When Gail LeBlanc does, in fact,
reach her goal it will be a triumph for
herself as a player, the team and the
entire basketball program of which
she is a fortunate, integral part.

State_Zip

Give to the
American Cancer Society
This space contributed as a public service.
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Will Squash Ever Make it to the Varsity Ranks at Bates?
by Lissa Bass
Staff Reporter
Squash is such an intensely Prep
sport that general competence can
be assumed to be part of the average
Preppy’s talents. You have to be
very good to make the varsity squad,
but that needn’t stop you from play¬
ing every day. This is what Preps call
a lifetime sport, which means that it
makes sense to get good at it now
since—unlike, say, lacrosse—it can
be played at any season and requires
only one other person for a game.
— The Official Preppy Handbook

It is obvious from the excerpt
above that squash is held in very
high regard by many people, not all
of them “Preps.” Yet that may not be

the case of the administration at
Bates, as the squash club this year
petitions for a second time to
become a varsity sport.
The squash club, now in its third
year, will try again this year to raise
itself up to a varsity level, which
would give them a coach, more
organized scheduling, and a lot of
help when they travel.
Junior Mory Creighton, one of
the team’s founding members, said
that the acquisition of a coach is the
biggest thing. Coaching makes a big
difference,” Creighton stated. “If you
can just have someone to throw in
bits and pieces here and there it
really helps.”
Right now the club has an unoffi¬
cial advisor, Dr. Barry Kutzea, a

radiologist from Auburn. He comes
in a few times a week and hits
around with the players, but it’s all
on his own time.
Pat Donnelly, secretary of the
club, felt that being a varsity sport
would also help out greatly with the
problem of transportation. He said
that “as a club, to travel we have to
use our own cars. Also, it (being a
varsity sport) would really help with
lodging. Williams had a weekend
tournament a while ago and we
could only stay one night because we
had nowhere to stay."
As a club sport the players now
receive 425 dollars, which, according
to Donnelly, covers the cost of balls,
gas for road trips, and an occasional
film. Creighton estimated that cost

per player, however, is anywhere
between 75 and 100 dolars, and if the
club was varsity level, that cost
would be cut in half.

This year the club, consisting of
fifteen men and eight women, will
play 12 matches, all but one against
varsity teams. Led by captain Peter
Wood, ’84, the club is now 1-8, with
its last two losses at the hands of
Amherst. Last year the Amherst
squash team was ranked fifth in the
nation. Two Bates players, Wood
and Donnelly, did manage to come
out on top.
The club practices approximately
two hours a day, six days a week.
Creighton was quick to add, how¬
ever, that “people are always show¬

ing up early, or playing on their
own.”
The squash club started very
informally three years ago, said
Creighton. “We just started hitting
around, and then last year we played
quite a bit. But this year it’s really
taking off. This is the first year we’ve
had a working budget.”
The club wants more than simply
a “working budget,” however. Don¬
nelly said that “it’s hard for Pete or
Mory or me to play and also think
about things like travelling and
food.”
If the club is denied varsity status
again this year, it is fairly certain
they will try again next year. “We do
it because we enjoy it,” said
Creighton!* We’re not on the road for
fame and fortune. If it wasn’t fun we
wouldn’t do it.”

Defining the Ski Turf in Maine
by Doug Campbell
Staff Reporter

ABSORBED ... RA President Jim Tobin, ’83. Student photo by Lou
Kimball.

With the first snowfall of the year,
opportunities for outdoor sports
have become accessible. Many
alpine and cross-country trails have
opened up while skating, winter hik¬
ing, and ice climbing are among the
other options for the energetic
Bobcat.
Among the most convenient and
best run alpine ski resorts are Lost
Valley, Sugarloaf, Sunday River
and Saddleback. All of these ski
resorts cater to the needs of different
types of skiers.
Lost Valley is perfect for the
novice. Located outside of Auburn,
Lost Valley is quite easy to get to,
and has “easy” to “moderately-easy”
trails.

At present, all of its trails are oper¬
ational. Lost Valley has an excellent
core of ski instructors, some of
whom are students at Bates.
Dave Wolf, one of the ski instruc¬
tors, and currently a senior at Bates
comments that “Lost Valley is a
good place for someone to learn the
basics and have a good time.” Lost
Valley also has night skiing.
Of all the ski resorts in the area,
Sugarloaf is the biggest and best
equipped. Located a two hour drive
away in Kingfield, Maine, Sugarloaf
has the most slopes in operation and
it is the best bet for the advanced
skier. There are trails for the inter¬
mediate and beginner, but most of
the slopes cater to the somewhat
experienced skier.
Saddleback and Sunday River are
mostly filled with intermediate

Tobin Reflects on Year as RA President
by Mary Couillard
Senior Reporter
Jim Tobin, outgoing president of
the Representative Assembly (RA),
talked with the Student about his
thoughts'concerning the past year,
his administration of 1982-83, his
goals as president and his
performance.
One of the first aims for the
Representative Assembly was to
open its communications network
to include more student input and
involvement. Tobin tried to make
the RA “more open to suggestions
from the faculty, the students and
the administration.”
As his term as president is split
into two academic years, the goals
that he set out for himself had to be
dealt with after the previous admin¬
istration’s projects were completed.
Vice-President Simantha Costello
and Tobin held a meeting in the
Winter Semester 1982, inviting all
campus organization leaders to dis¬
cuss their individual budgets.
Despite this overture, only five or six
people attended the meeting which
meant that the budget was left unre¬
solved and the RA couldn’t pass the
one already in existence. Thus, the
budget was not decided for the pre¬
sent school year, and the ratification
process was carried over to fall
semester.
Tobin’s first goal for the RA was
to resolve the budget crisis and “to
smooth over hurt egos, so that we
could all work together effectively.”
The Campus Association, Afro-Am
Society, and Tobin went to Vice
President for Business Affairs, Ber-\

nie Carpenter, and asked for more
money for these organizations.
These organizations received more
funds and the budget was then
passed so the “RA could start the
vear.”

more influential. The potential for
student input and student-initiated
change is immense,” he stated.
However, Tobin said he feels that
this potential is “untapped,” because
often students don’t recognize their

pitted against each other last year.
His hope for the coming administra¬
tion is that Fred Turkington, RA
president-elect, would encourage all
representatives to attend Budget
Committee hearings. This would
promote more communication and
Tobin tried to make the RA “more open to
make it easier for the RA to pass the
budget.
suggestions from the faculty, the students and the
Tobin stated that the hardest part
administration.... We should work together in a
of being RA president was “dealing
positive direction to institute change and growth.”
with the student newspaper, because
of its inconsistent coverage, and mis¬
interpretation of the RA.” Specifi¬
The potential for student input and studentcally mentioned in connection with
initiated change is immense, but untapped because
this charge was former Student edi¬
often students don’t recognize their own ability to
tor Jon Marcus, who was judged
deal with the problems that exist on campus.
guilty of quotes taken out of
context.
—Jim Tobin, outgoing RA President
In writing about the Budget Com¬
To impress upon the students its
own ability to deal with the prob¬ mittee last year, Marcus “criticized
accessibility, officers of the R A con¬
lems that exist on campus. His one for the sake of criticism, when not
ducted elections themselves, going
hope is that this potential will be once did he attend a budget meet¬
around to each residence, introduc¬
tapped, and that “this will bring ing,” Tobin said. This was indica¬
ing themselves to students.
about effective change for what the tive, in Tobin’s opinion, of Marcus’
students want and what they need.” lack of knowledge of student
They wanted to impress upon stu¬
government.
dents the importance of getting
Tobin praised the efforts of cur¬
Tobin spoke of the issues that had
involved, because, said Tobin, “even surfaced during his administration, rent editor Jeff Roy in “undoing the
if they didn’t get elected as represent¬ especially the honor code. “I hope to negative workings of the previous
atives, they could still serve on com¬ see an honor code passed, as it editor.” He termed the newspaper as
mittees. The students can offer would be instrumental in the educa¬ improved and more flexible, as well
input—this is their student govern¬ tional and moral development of the as more open to suggestions, “all
ment, and then it will reflect what Bates students.”
accomplished without a dictating
the students want and need.”
editor.”
Tobin urged the student body to
Tobin’s final comments were posi¬
submit suggestions for an honor tive. “We should work together in a
Tobin expressed the feeling that
code, to the Educational Policy positive direction to institute change
the RA this year has moved in a
Committee.
and growth." He termed his experi¬
positive direction for student gov¬
ence as R A president as being “very
ernment and the Bates campus. “If
In speaking of the budget process, rewarding,” and said, “I was glad to
this continues, the student govern¬ Tobin expressed his dismay at the have been elected to serve the
ment will become more effective and way the campus organizations were students.”

trails. Sunday River has the best
snow-making capabilities, and is the
perfect place to go if there is a short¬
age of snow.
For those Bobcats not into down¬
hill skiing, there are plenty of places
to cross country ski. Among the best
places to go, claims Outing Club
member Mark Lewis, are Thomcraiq bird sanctuary, Sugarloaf, or
just around campus.
For winter hiking Mt. Bigelow
and Saddleback are available.
The best overnight camping can
be done at Mt. Bigelow or at Acadia
National Park. Skiing and ice climb¬
ing are other activities possible at
Acadia*
It is important that if you do plan
to pursue such activities as camping,
climbing, and hiking that you go
with at least one partner, inform
someone where you are going, and
go well prepared for the bitter cold.
All these activities are open to
anyone who wishes to pursue the
great outdoors. Equipment of
almost any nature is available for
rental at reasonable rates through
the Bates Outing Club. The outing
club will also be able to provide
information on the changing conditions of the slopes and trails.

I plan on living a long and
healthy life, so I get
regular cancer checkups.
Call or write your local unit
of the American Cancer
Society for a free
pamphlet on their new
cancer checkup guidelines.
Because if you're like me
you want to live
long enough to do it all.
American Cancer Society
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Use Faith to Become True to Oneself

Straub on Faith: Some “Force” Guiding our Lives, our Destinies
by Bill Walsh

Staff Reporter
Last Wednesday morning, the tra¬
dition of the convocation program
continued as Professor of Religion
and Dean of the Faculty Carl B.
Straub spoke on faith, the fourth
Cardinal Virtue. He stressed that
faith is an awakening of oneself for
personal freedom and the better¬
ment of society as a whole.
Straub quoted J onathan Edwards
as saying, “(Faith is) an awakening
into the power world that shapes
and reshapes us.” Straub first dealt
with this idea of power and claimed
that no matter what position in

society we hold, we are all possessors
of power, and yet all victims of it.
He stated, “We do not have sover¬
eignty even within our own little
kingdoms.” In this sense, the sugges¬
tion that perhaps there exists some
“force” guiding our lives, our desti¬
nies, is evident. Furthermore, while
we control many aspects of our lives
and surroundings, we do not wield
ultimate power.
This led Straub to deal with the
second half of Edward’s statement in
which it was implied that this force
that has power over us is constantly
shaping and reshaping our lives.
Straub lectured that faith will

Four Students Elected
Phi Beta Kappa Members
by Mary Couillard

Senior Reporter
At the meeting of Gamma Chap¬
ter of Maine, Phi Beta Kappa, held
on Dec. 3,1982, the following Bates
students were elected as new
members: Neal W. Davidson, John
Scott Hazelton, George P. Liacopulos, and Margaret A. Wilkins.
The initiation ceremony was held
in Chase Lounge, at 4:10 p.m., Fri¬
day, Jan. 21, 1983. The Student
talked to the secretary of the Chap¬
ter, Political Science Professor Dou¬
glas I. Hodgkins, to discuss the
procedures.
There are two elections given
yearly, one which'’is based on stu¬
dents’ work for the first three years
at Bates. This group has tradition¬
ally been a very small number, last

year there were six students elected,
and the year before five students
were initiated into the organization.
These students are especially qual¬
ified seniors who are selected on the
basis of grades, and letters of recom¬
mendation. The first election
occurred during fall semester and
during short term a larger group will
be selected on the basis of four years
of work.
The Phi Beta Kappa Chapter
sends a list of qualified seniors to all
faculty members. As they recognize
names, these professors will write
recommendations for the students
listed. These students are announced
as members of Phi Beta Kappa both
at the Senior-Faculty dinner during
Short term and their names will also
be printed in the program at
graduation.

appear to us when we are “awa¬
kened” and at that point we will have
to make the decision of whether to
trust or distrust the reshaping pro¬
cess. Yet, he was quick to point out
that he felt that these changes in our
lives are “for us, not against us.”
Straub went on to say that we
should not be as naive to believe that
hate does not exist, but we must
have enough trust to believe that
love is stronger than hate; that jus¬
tice is stronger than injustice and so
on. It is this possibility of trusting in
these beliefs that shows faith.
In this sense, Straub certainly did
not condemn the doubting process.
In fact, he stressed that one of the
primary purposes of any college is to
provide an opportunity to doubt the
events of our history, the beliefs of
the present, and the aspirations of
the future.
“Here we doubt for the sake of
truth,” he said. In doubting, we hope
that “truth will set us free.”
“Our learning,” Straub pointed
out, “awakens us to our enworlded
condition.” This awakening is faith,
and with this virtue we can attain
truth, truth in oneself.
Straub concluded that if one uses
this faith to become true to oneself,
then that is the point where one can
fully contribute to the solidarity of
mankind.

NWC to Sponsor Hunger Week
The New World Coalition
(NWC) will sponsor a week of pro¬
grams, entitled “Hunger Week,”
beginning Tuesday, according to

Feminism in the 80s: Answering
Questions of Equality and Women’s Rights
Betsey Allen

Staff Reporter
“It becomes clear that the great
momentum of the women’s move¬
ment for equality will be stopped, or
somehow transformed, by collision
or convergence with basic questions
of survival in the 1980’s.
“Is feminism a theoretical luxury,
a liberal or radical notion we could
toy with in the late soft age of afflu-

ence... ? Or is equality itself becom¬
ing a question of basic human
survival?”
This question, as posed by Betty
Friedan in her book The Second
Stage, is one of importance in Amer¬
ica today, perhaps even on this
campus.
Feb. 6 marks the start of this
year’s Goldston Event, “Feminism
in the 1980’s” which will attempt to
deal constructively with answers to

Quebec Acts To
Stop Spreading Strikes
QUEBEC (UPI)—Quebec’s pro¬
secessionist Premier Rene Levesque
is facing one of the worst crises of his
six years in office with more than
200,000 public workers illegally
striking one service after another in
Canada’s largest province.
The Parti Quebecois government
warned it will bring in the toughest
strike-ending laws yet seen in
Quebec if the walkouts spread as
planned to hospitals, psychiatric and
old-age institutions.
Government lawyers drew up
charges against the first 10,000 jun¬
ior college teachers and support staff
who led the walkouts planned by a
Common Front of unions outraged
at wage cuts and freezes enacted by
the government.
While most of Canada’s 10 pro¬
vinces have adopted varying
restraint programs, only Quebec
imposed actual pay-cuts of up to 20
percent. Another 90,000 personnel
from about 3,000 elementary and
higher education facilities and 6,500

civil servants joined the picket lines
this week and health care institu¬
tions were to be hit next week.
The institutions planned to send
home all but the most ill or unman¬
ageable patients and operate with
only skeletal staff.
Levesque vowed to file charges
against all strikers and said reduced
care at such facilities as homes for
the
aged
was
“completely
repugnant.”
Laws provide for fines up to
$50,000 a day against a union,
$10,000 against union leaders and
$100 against union members who
strike illegally.
The government reportedly was
studying stiffer sanctions that may
include jail terms and union
decertification.
The Quebec labor movement
expressed a sense of betrayal by the
Parti Quebecois, which twice swept
to power on labor’s support for its
social democratic principles.

Dean of the Faculty Carl Straub. Student photo by Scarpaci.

this question. The sponsors of this
proposal hope that this year’s Gold¬
ston Event will successfully extend
and broaden the feminist ideas
expressed during last year’s event,
which featured playwrite Wendy
Wasserstein.
“Although the ideas presented
during the Event with Wendy Was¬
serstein were important, they wer¬
en’t enough to deal with the issue of
feminism in a comprehensive
manner,” said Karen Holler ’83.
“We hope that this event can take up
the issue where last year’s left off,
and can from there go on to increase
awareness of this subject.”
That many people feel there is a
need for such a Goldston Event at
Bates is reflected by the number of
organizations that helped sponsor
the event: Forum on Human Aware¬
ness, Women’s Awareness, Campus
Association, Afro-Am,- the Bates
Arts Society, the Office of Career
Counselling, the Health Center, the
Sociology Department and the Cha¬
plain’s Office, as well as the Repre¬
sentative Assembly and the New
World Coalition.
Due to such widespread support,
it has been possible to persuade sev¬
eral feminists of national impor¬
tance to speak at Bates. June
Jordan, Mary Daly, and Mutlalepule Chabaku are the scheduled
speakers.
“June Jordan is a celebrated black
feminist who has written polemical
works and poetry,” commented
Steve Stone, ’83. “Her recent work,
Civil Wars, is a comparison of U.S.
black feminism to African black
(Continued on Page 1 5

NWC co-coordinator Paul Marks.
The week’s programs will begin at
the group’s weekly 6:30 p.m. meet¬
ing in Hirasawa Lounge, with a dis¬
cussion of the effects of the Reagan
administration’s economic policies
on hunger worldwide.
If enough students sign up, there
will be a food fast covering both
lunch and dinner on Wednesday and
Thursday, said Marks. Also on
Wednesday, the film Hunger Knows
My Name, an examination of the
personal and political issues of
hunger, and the slide show “The

Choice is Yours” will be shown in
Chase Lounge from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
The two presentations will be
shown again Thursday night, from 5
to 8 p.m. in Chase Lounge, and there
will be a break fast held there to end
the two day fasting period. The CBS
award-winning documentary film
Harvest of Shame will be featured
for the break fast.
Saturday, from 9:30 a.m. to about
1:30 p.m. the group “The Hunger
Project” will present a four hour
briefing, using audio-visual aids and
lecturers, on the state of hunger
worldwide.

“Meet the Press”
Forum Slated for Wednesday
by Felicia Hoeniger

Staff Reporter
Deans James W. Carignan and F.
Celeste Branham will face a panel of
student leaders in a “Meet the Press”
type Forum—to be held Wednes¬
day, Feb. 2, in Chase Lounge. The
Forum will also be aired on WRBC,
and begin at 7 p.m.
The student panel will consist of
Dan Pierce, general manager of
WRBC, Jim Tobin, president of the
Representative Assembly, Gail
Johnston, co-coordinator of the
Forum on Human Awareness, Jeff
Schneider, public relations coordi-

nator of Afro-Am, Jeff Roy, editor
of the Student, and Tom Hildreth,
president of the Campus Associa¬
tion. Assistant Dean of the College
James Reese will act as moderator.
The panel will ask the deans ques¬
tions concerning, though not limited
to, life at Bates, in front of an open
audience. This session is expected to
last roughly 45 minutes, after which
the audience will be encouraged to
ask any questions they may have.
All students are invited to attend.
The Student will sponsor this first
“Meet the Press Forum,” with the
hope that if it goes well other cam¬
pus groups will sponsor similar
forums in the future.

Parking at Bates a Crowded Condition
Student parking on campus is as
crowded as ever, according to park¬
ing permit figures released by the
Security Office. The actual num¬
bers, however, show that there are
slightly fewer cars registered.
Last year, the Security, Office
issued 208 full-year permits, 34 first
semester permits, 50 second semes¬
ter permits, and 96 temporary per¬
mits that could last anywhere from

one to three weeks/
So far this year, Bates Security
has issued 191 full-year permits, 34
first semester permits, 31 second
semester permits, and 92 temporary
permits. The second semester and
temporary figures are expected to
rise before the year is out.
The cost of a full-year parking
permit is 25 dollars this year.
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Arts 81 Entertainment
Braley Wanted to Make a Statement with Someplace Safe
by Susan Pope
Staff Reporter
While most Bates thesis-writers
analyze and synthesize, theater
major Griffith Braley created Some¬
place Safe, a play that was per¬
formed last weekend in Schaeffer
Theatre.
Braley began writing fiction while
in high school, and while a sopho¬
more at Bates he began writing
Degrees, a play that was produced
during his junior year. Someplace
Safe is the second Braley play to be
performed at Bates.
It was “nerve-racking watching it
opening night,” Braley commented.
He chose not to be involved in the
production of his play. “It makes a
big difference whether a playwright
decides to be involved in produc¬
tion.” Braley said.
“It’s really tempting to direct your
own plays,” he continued. “But I
don’t think I could have directed this
play—not the- first production.
There are so many things that a
writer can’t see in his own work.”
Bates senior Timothy Lea
directed Someplace Safe for his the¬
sis. Braley explained how he and
Lea went over the script line by line.
“Tim had a good sense of what I
wanted,” Braley commented. “With

a strong director the playwright
doesn’t need to be involved as
much.”
Braley said that his play, Some¬
place Safe, is about “compromise.”
He explained that he “sat down with
Lea and talked about writing a polit¬
ical play—a play with a message.”
He continued, “We were trying to
make a political message but not
take a political side.”
Braley said that he was inspired
by “a news clip I saw on television.”
The clip was about an ex-radical liv¬
ing in Maine whose home was
invaded by the FBI. From this brief
“picture on TV” came the character
of Michael—the hero of Someplace
Safe.
Braley explained that inspiration
for many of his characters comes
from his own acting experience.
“Every actor wants to play
Hamlet—the enigmatic character.”
Braley expounded. “I try to write
characters that I’d like to play.”
Continuing, Braley stated, “I
wrote an actor’s play, not a director’s
play. A lot of my characters are hard
to play.” He said that this is because
they are “constantly emoting.”
Braley believes that it is “essential
for a playwright to be an actor.”
This, he said, is because “acting,
directing, and playwriting all sup-

Griffith Braley, author of the play Someplace Safe. Student photo by
Scarpaci.
port each other." The theater major
commented that the faculty at Bates Performed Last Weekend
has encouraged this type of
interaction.
“I’m teaching myself to write.”
Braley stated enthusiastically.
“(There is) so much to writing a play
Someplace Safe, the second of
that is lasting,” he said. Braley tries
to model his plays in “the Greek tra- senior Griffith Braley’s plays to be
staged in Schaeffer Theater, was
presented last weekend by the Bates
College Department of Theater.
Directed by senior Tim Lea, the
“Erase one. Add four,” said drama sounds plausible when
Brown, who was performing a described, though when performed
lecture-demonstration at Bates the result was a laborious
Tuesday night. “The first time I per¬ melodrama.
formed this dance,” she continued in
Playing to small audiences for
her broken, expressionless mono¬ each of its four performances, Some¬
tone, “a friend said I looked like a place Safe is about the 60s genera¬
guppy coming up for air. I never tion coping with life in the late 70s.
thought I would reach that height Ideals conflict with personal wants.
again.”
Michael and Annie Moore,
Of her bizarre manner of simul¬ played by Craig Mathers and Dana
taneous dance and story-telling Burnell, respectively, have left
Brown said paradoxically, “I found
behind their radical past and
I could not keep track of my dancing “moved to Maine to get away from it
while talking and vice-versa.”
all.” Michael is an aspiring poet
She settled into a repetitious while Annie is an unambitious
swimming movement. Her actions though seemingly talented artist and
were wild, loose, pulsating, churning—
mother to the couple’s young son,
always fluid. Later, when at last still Noah.
and lecturing in earnest (if ever she
did) she explained that her dance
Their safe, warm place becomes
had been a combination of dances
dangerously unsafe when an old
from her repertoire—“Accumula¬
friend and still underground revolu¬
tion,” “With Talking,” and “Plus
tionary calls Michael up and asks for
Water Motor.”
refuge from the encroaching FBI.
Brown went on to explain a more Played by Steven Dolley, Jason
recent dance, “Locus.” This piece is Walker has been accused of shoot¬
performed in an imaginary cube of ing a Connecticut State Trooper.
space, 54 inches by 54 inches. Within Although his wife protests, Michael
this cube are 27 imaginary points. Moore cannot deny a “brother” shel¬
The dancer’s movements are ter from their once common
directed by a sequence of numbers enemy—the “pigs.”
corresponding to the imaginary
To round out the cast of main
points that she must touch.
characters, Janice Vachon, played
Brown used no music. She by Kristina Swanson, is invited to
explained that this was because the the Moore house on the eve of
dances she chose to perform were Walker’s appearance. A friend of
choreographed during a period in Annie’s and an ardent feminist, she
which she chose to perform she is Jason Walker’s counterpart of the
abstained entirely from the use of 80s.
music. At this time, she said, she was
Unfortunately, Janice Vachon is
“attempting to excavate my own an undeveloped character. Speaking
vocabulary (of dance).”
in idealistic terms at the beginning of
Of her continuing exploration of the play, she becomes unconvinc¬
the realm of dance Brown said, “I’m ingly docile by the close of the
finding that movement is intricate drama. No reason is given for her
and biological, and it amazes me.”
change of behavior.

Lecture-Dance:
A Simultaneous Dance and Story-Telling
by Susan Pope
Staff Reporter
Trisha Brown, noted “avantgarde” dancer and choreographer,
moved in rapid, twitching, comic
steps and jumps about the stage of
Schaeffer Theatre. A reasonably
large audience sat silent, unsure,
expectant.

Choreographer Trisha Brown.

“Start,” said the silver-suited
dancer in a mechanical monotone.
“Started. Starting. Starting. To talk.
While doing. This dance. Is a little.
Like opening. A front-loading wash¬
ing machine. While doing. A load.”
Stray snickers banded together and
the charmed audience broke into
sincere laughter.

uiuuu. ms cnaracrers, ne said,
“have to make decisions, but fate
brings them down.”
Of the actual process of writing—
of putting the plot and characters on
paper, Braley said, “For me it comes
very fast.” He believes that the most
important and most time-consum¬
ing task in writing is the conception
of the characters.
“Ibsen took years to conceive
characters.” Braley explained. “Un¬
til he could hear their voices he
would not put the pen to paper.”
Braley disagrees with the popular
belief that writing is “sitting down
every day and churning out
something.”
Presently Griffith Braley is in the
process of writing more short plays
and is doing an independent study of
playwriting.
Will Braley continue writing after
leaving Bates this spring? “Cer¬
tainly,” he said assuredly. “No mat¬
ter what I do I’ll keep writing
because I always have.”

Someplace Safe Needs
Some Smoothing Out
Braley probably intended to show
how someone so determined in her
ways could soften and become sym¬
pathetic. However, servility rather
than sympathy was displayed and
Janice became a rather laughable
figure by play’s end.
Dana Burnell as Annie Moore
looked young for her part though
she acted consistently throughout.
Craig Mathers physically fit the
part of Michael Moore and tried
hard at developing his character.
In playing Jason Walker, Steven
Dolley came off as a whining brat.
Perhaps this is not the fault of the
actor but the script itself. Neverthe¬
less, Jason Walker was a hard char¬
acter with which to identify.
A welcomed relief to this soapopera like play was Ray, the local
cop, played by Jim Lapan. His
down-east accent and nervous
behavior was very believable.
As a final character Dean Reybum played the FBI agent, Kurt
Thomspon, who is searching for
Walker. Reybum was well-cast for
his straight-faced part.
The play is a series of drawn-out
dialogs. Although there are four
main characters, rarely are they all
on stage together. Their constant
exits and entrances make for a con¬
tinually empty stage.
Slow, monotonous movement
and repetitious conversation charac¬
terized the play. Tim Lea’s direction
was not an asset to this drama.
Act I is brought to a climax when
Michael allows Jason to drive to the
bus station to pick up his son.
Detected by the FBI, Jason is chased
and run off the road killing Noah.
If the situation in the first act
seemed almost believable, the sec¬
ond (just as long) act became
absurd. The conflict finally focuses
in on Michael Moore. Crazed over
the loss of his son and his loyalty to
Jason, Michael attempts to resolve
everything on his own terms. The
final result of all the confusion is the
(Continued on Page 10)
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Winter Carnival Bafl Offers Variety
The Winter Carnival Ball, spon¬
sored by the Chase Hall Committee,
was an elegant event which lent a
certain “twist” to the end of this
annual fun-filled weekend. Tuxedos
and evening gowns were pulled from
the closets of Bates Students, only to
be saturated in various alcoholic
concoctions.
Apart from the usual crowded
conditions of the Den and Chase
Lounge and the “you have to fight
for a drink” syndrome, the dance
offered a selection of entertainment,
not to mention various tables of
munchies (cheese, dip, celery and
carrot sticks) in strategic locations—
at least one way to alleviate a few
mishaps or disasters due to over¬
consumption!!
Upstairs in Hirasawa Lounge,
Jeff Roy (joined by Laura Gagnon)/
entertained those mellow individu¬
als with Neil Young selections and
some of his own music, in a pleasant,
candle-lit atmosphere.
Skelton Lounge offered a variety
of alternative music, more in the
“new wave” line, with plenty of space
for cultivating one’s movements.

“Gold Rush” was a five piece
band from Boston who have been
together since 1976 and who play the
circuit of New England colleges. The
group began years ago with visions
of grandeur, playing clubs and
expecting fame and a way to the top,
but when this proved unsuccessful,
they adopted visions of profit and
decided to play danceable music,
rather than anything original,
emphasizing the popular groups
that most people will recognize and
identify with.
Steve Rapson, the lead guitarist
and organizer of “Gold Rush” said
“Our music is KISS 108 (a rock sta¬
tion in Boston) bubble-gum style,
which is usually always well received
at college functions. One reason for
the switch from the quest for fame
was the fact that clubs don’t pay
enough.”
The lead singer, Cecilia Pelletier, a
high school English teacher, was
singing for the last time with the
band, and was thus presented with
two dozen red roses.

The other members of “Gold
Rush” include Rob Van from LA,
Richard Friedman, a Doctor of
Musicology and Larry Smith on
drums.
“Gold Rush” had a guest singer
accompanying it. She is the current
reigning Miss Boston, Peg O’Brien,
as well as a New England Patriot’s
cheerleader. O’Brien was practicing
and developing her vocal skills in
order to tune-up for the Miss Massa¬
chusetts State Pageant.
The band received a mixture of
reactions from students; some com¬
plaining of the selection. “It was too
contemporary and top-fortyish,”
said one student, “and they lacked
forceful delivery.” Another student
said, “I have no comment on the
music; it’s just ‘there,’ but the singer’s
outfit is really cosmic.”
“Gold Rush” played a mixture of
fast and slow music, mainly from the
current charts, thus not totally har¬
monizing with the diverse tastes of
Bates students.
—Diane Wylie

FUN IN THE SNOW, and in the sun during the snow shoe race in the
winter Olympics. Student photo by Wolansky.

Winter Carnival a Success - Saved by the Late Snow
by Milissa Leonard
Staff Reporter
Although the previous week the
ground had been bare, nature came
through in time to give the Winter
Carnival Weekend one of its most
crucial ingredients... snow.
The beginning of the festivities
was marked by the bearing of the
torch lit by the Governor of Maine
and carried from Augusta by 12
Bates runners.
Thursday night the Campus

Association (CA) and Outing Club
(OC) hosted a bonfire and skating
party on Lake Andrews. Over 75
students gathered to enjoy invigorat¬
ing exercise and the break from stud¬
ying that the party afforded.
Students wishing to stay warm
had the choice of attending the Win¬
ter Carnival movies or, if interested
in the activities of Batesies in the
past, of viewing the old Winter Car¬
nival films that were shown in Chase
Lounge on Thursday night. These
silent black and white films covered

campus events of the 1920s to 1940s,
such as dances and special campus
activities which delighted the
audience.
Those who were looking to finish
up their Paul Newman day probably
enjoyed the choices of imported beer
offered at the “Wild, Wild West”
party. Fiske Lounge was set up as a
saloon, and over 400 people enjoyed
the Western atmosphere evoked by
the decorations created by the Rand
Hall Committee.
The Heath brothers contributed

Comedian is a Second-Rate Performer
For those who attended come¬
dian-magician Bob Friedhofer’s
show last Sunday night in Chase
Lounge, astonishment was most
likely your first reaction to the per¬
former’s act.
If you were expecting good, oldfashioned (and clean) humor, Fried¬
hofer’s performance did not quite
make the grade. WhattheNewYork
comedian did offer his audience was
a bit of the obscene and ridiculous.
As the last scheduled event of the
Winter Carnival weekend, the act
opened with the magician proclaim¬
ing he was going to “party in just a
minute” while sparks flew from the
microphone.
After a stint with “three solid gold
rings that I’ve had chromium-

plated,” the lone comedian called on
various students to be participants in
his acts.
Kathy McKinnon was the subject
of a card joke in which the magician
successfully guessed the card which
was upside down in the deck.
This reviewer had a personal
encounter with some of the antics
displayed before the audience. Beck¬
oned on stage so that Friedhofer
could perform the “old, saw the lady
in half trick,” the comedian did not
actually perform this trick.
Instead, he tied together two
handkerchiefs and held them in
front of me. Finally, he pulled them
apart and a pair of red and black
lace underwear appeared as if he had

FUNNY MAN, or not so funny? Bob Friedhofer entertains. Student
photo by Scarpaci.

pulled them out of my jeans. Funny,
perhaps, but also a bit embarassing.
Friedhofer lacked rapport with
his audience and at times even
seemed condescending. In the mid¬
dle of his performance, fearing he
was getting too obscene for the
younger members of the audience,
the magician asked any children in
the Lounge to leave.
As one of the last acts, junior Don
McDonough was asked to assist the
comedian into a strait-jacket which
he then proceeded to squiggle out of
in 60 seconds.
Other acts included impressions
of a “nuclear holocaust” pigeon, a
“stool” pigeon and various balloon
impressions including a “speed
freak” and “impotence with a
balloon.”
Students chuckled throughout
the performance, though hysterical
laughter was noticeably absent.
Perhaps sensing that the audience
was skeptical about some of his
jokes, Friedhofer became serious in
one of his final manuevers. He asked
the audience, “Do you think this is
dirty? I don’t think things like this
are dirty. El Salvador and Northern
Ireland are pornography to me. This
is just fun.”
He has a point.
Nevertheless, Friedhofer was not
quite the entertainment needed for a
sobering Sunday night in Chase
Lounge. A more conducive atmo¬
sphere would have been Fiske
Lounge with a few beers on hand.
As a second-rate performer Fried¬
hofer did not succeed in pulling off
the jokes and puns some' of his
industry’s leaders could have gotten
away with.
—Margaret Orto

the cultural ...ghlight to the week¬ 900 people attended the dance,
end. This excellent jazz quintet put which, was held in Chase Hall. A
on a fantastic show in the Chapel, special feature of the dance was its
bringing the audience to its feet to choice of entertainments: top-forty
demand two encores.
music from the “Gold Rush” band,
Over 100 people competed in the tapes in Skelton Lounge, and, in
Winter Olympics on Saturday Hirasawa Lounge, Jeff Roy per¬
morning. The weather was perfect formed Neil Young selections as well
for competing as well as watching as original compositions with Laura
the events, and the teams were Gagnon. The evening progressed
cheered on by many supporters. smoothly giving the dance a pleasant
Eight teams competed in the events, and enjoyable atmosphere.
and the top three finishers were
Sunday morning intrepid skiers
Smith South and the Bombers tied gathered at 7 a.m. to ski at Sugarfor third place, the Court Jesters loaf. The skiing was good until 2
placed second, and Laird’s Lackeys p.m. when it began to rain, but the
took first place.
more determined skiers continued to
Saturday was also the day that ski until it was time to go. Back at
snow sculptures appeared on cam¬ Bates, the Film Board showed
pus. The projects this year were movies all afternoon and evening for
somewhat less grandoise than last those of a more sedentary nature.
year because of the less than abund¬
The final event of the Winter Car¬
ant snowfall. Nonetheless, such nival weekend was the comediancommendable sculptures as the cow¬ magician Eric Friedhoffer. His
boy on the corner of Campus Ave. combination of magical skills and
and Nichols Street and the Mae comic routines surprised and
West sculpture graced the area.
amused the spectators. His show put
The Winter Carnival Dance fea¬ the final light touches to the Winter
tured the band “Gold Rush.” Over Carnival weekend.

Someplace Safe
(Continued from . Page 9)
sacrifice of Michael’s wife, Annie.
The events leading to this conse¬
quence are long and involved. With
the FBI outside the Moore home
and Jason and Michael inside,
threats are thrown back and forth
until Annie takes some action. She
shoots out at the police.
By this time, the tension has
mounted to the breaking point and
one is a nervous wreck by the time
the curtain is drawn. Since no comic

relief was provided throughout the
entire play, students in the audience
chuckled at lines which were not
intended to be funny.
There are many faults with Some¬
place Safe. One can sense a creative
energy in Braley’s writing, yet Some
of the technicalities of stage produc¬
tion as well as plot design must be
smoothed out before a truly stun¬
ning piece of drama is presented by
this playwright.
—Margaret Orto

GOING DOWN in the traditional tray race. Student photo by Kimball.
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Heath Brothers Highlight Winter Carnival
Most definitely the highlight of
this year’s Winter Carnival festivities
for many was the encore perform¬
ance of the Heath Brothers in the
Bates College Chapel. This year’s
concert was every bit as exciting as
the one two years ago when the
ensemble first presented its unique
brand of mainstream jazz.
Two weeks prior to the perform¬
ance the quintet had undergone
some personnel changes, with guita¬
rist Tony Perrone engaged in other
career pursuits and drummer Akira
Tana being replaced by Albert “Tootie” Heath.
Although this new arrangement
may not have meshed as well as the
old group, the Heath Brothers
quartet still performed with all the
splendor and musicianship of years
past.
By the end of the first selection,
“On a Trial,” the group had cap¬
tured the house. Jimmy Heath’s
expressive saxophone and Stanley
Cowell’s rhythmic accompaniment
set the stage for an intense
performance.
“A Tender Touch” followed, feat¬
uring Jimmy Heath on soprano sax
and Cowell displaying a masterfully
percussive piano solo. The towering
Percy Heath also demonstrated his
abilities soloing on the upright bass.
Simply watching the group on
stage one could easily perceive how
much it enjoyed performing.

The third selection was the upbeat
“Ginger Bread Boy,” which gave
“Tootie” Heath a chance to show his
stuff. Though in a few of the charts
he seemed somewhat rough and not
able to flow with the group as effort¬
lessly as Akira Tana, his use of the
brushes, crossovers, and syncopated
rhythms certainly convinced us he
was more than capable for the
position.

The other members then returned
for a wonderful rendition of “When
Sonny Gets Blue,” featuring Jimmy
Heath’s soothing vibrato and
expressive interpretation.
A couple of originals, “Move to
the Groove,” and “Any Time, Any
Place,” kept the evenings momen¬
tum in full stride. “Move to the
Groove” featured Percy Heath on
the “baby bass,” with Cowell’s solo
incorporating bits and pieces of
“Here Comes the Bride.” “Any
Time, Any Place” spotlighted Percy
Heath dancing with his bass and
Albert Heath knocking out a funky
beat.

One of the most enjoyable selec¬
tions was Charlie Parker’s “Yard
Bird Suite,” featuring Percy Heath
on the “baby bass.” The song had a
series of clean, crisp breaks, and Per¬
cy’s lyrical playing combined with
Jimmy’s flute solo provided for one
of the high points of the evening.

The Duke Ellington chart “Warm
Valley” was a welcome and surpris¬
ing change of pace. The piece fea¬
tured Jimmy and Albert Heath on
flutes and Cowell on the calimba, or
“thumb piano.” As the piece pro¬
gressed Cowell and Albert Heath
returned to their respective instru¬
ments and the elder Heath afforded
the audience another of his melodic
solos.
The two final selections for the
first half were “High Hopes” and
“Out of Town Blues.” Cowell simply
dazzeled the audience with his com¬

mand of tne keyboard, as nis hands
moved with blinding speed and
quite often independent of one
another.

proved to be the high point-of the
evening. Cowell began the piece as
the others left the stage, providing
the ultimate display of his virtuosity.
He evinced the dexterity of Art
After a brief intermission, the . Tatum, the honky tonk of Eroll
group began the second set with a
Gamer, and the lyricism of Oscar
light Latin composition, imme¬
Peterson. At one point Percy Heath
diately resurging the enthusiasm to
ran on stage arid made the motion of
the audience.
cranking Cowell up as he seemed to
Following was a piece by the
slow down, depicting the sponta¬
legendary Art Tatum entitled, “You
neity which pervaded the entire
Took Advantage of Me,” and it
show.

The concert was concluded with a
brief blues piece. The audience rose
in tumultous applause and the
quartet returned for two encores.
Aside from a weak P.A. which
attenuated the clarity and crispness
of Cowell’s piano and Jimmy
Heath’s saxophone, the concert was
indeed a memorable performance.
All the members exhibited the spon¬
taneity, musicianship, and stage
presence of tme professionals and
lovers of the art.
Credit should be given to Newell
Warde and the Concert-Lecture
Committee for their efforts in pro¬
viding this wonderful concert.
—Chris Burns and Steve Kates

An Interview with the Heath Bros.

Talking Jazz in the Bathroom of the Bates College Chapel
by John Marsden
Staff Reporter
Interviewing the Heath Brothers,
it turned out, was harder than this
writer ever imagined it would be. It
seems that dressing rooms, espe¬
cially dressing rooms with half of the
total number of bathrooms in the
chapel, are not conducive to small,
intimate conversations.
It all started out very innocently
when I was motioned into the Heath
Brothers dressing room. Once in the
room, it became very apparent that
there weren’t any electrical outlets
for the tape deck that I was planning
on using to record the interview, and
that if I was to tape the interview, it
would’ have to be from the bathroom
about fifteen feet away and around
the corner from where the Heath
Brothers were sitting.
Aside from this minor problem,
the interview got off to a smooth
start:
“So where is this interview taking
place?” queried Jimmy Heath. This
writer was more than a little embarassed to have to tell him that it
would probably have to happen in a
bathroom fifteen feet away from
where he was comfortably sitting.
However, thanks to the miracle of

modern technology (i.e., condenser
microphones), I was saved from this
red-faced situation.
When asked about what they had
been doing, Percy Heath, the groups
bass player answered, “Travelling,
playing, as usual. We’ve been doing
the same thing, the same thing that
we usually do, for the past two years
since we were here last.”
Percy, who also has been playing
recently with the Modern Jazz
Quartet, a post-Dizzy Gillespie
band, answered the question about
whether there was an increase in the
popularity of Jazz: “Not really,” he
said, “because some young people
are realising that it has been there all
the time. Some more people are
beginning to be aware of it being
around. When you think about it,
it’s always been there, and it’s always
been popular with somebody.”
Jimmy then stepped in and said,
“It may be increasing in popularity
in the colleges, but nothing like in
the 50s.”
“Yah,” added Percy, “Jazz went
to college in the 50s. We sure played
a lot of schools then.”
When asked about the departure
of former Heath Brothers guitarist
Tony Purrone, Percy answered,
“What is there to know? He quit.”

T haven’t heard anything of his
performances since he left,” added
Jimmy,
“We were over in Italy in the fall,
on a European tour, and he decided
to stay on and find his roots,” said
Percy.
When asked if they knew whether
he was still playing, Jimmy laughed
and said, “Of course he’s still play¬
ing, he’ll always play.”
“Yah,” said Percy, “He’s addicted
to playing that guitar of his.”
About this time, a man looking
for a bathroom came through the
room, and when he recognized |
Jimmy Heath, he asked if Jimmy
wouldn’t mind signing ■ some
albums. Jimmy said that he would
love to, and this prompted Percy.
“He said, “Boy, man, I’ll never
forget the morning in Tokyo that
some guy hit up on me to sign some
albums. I had to sign albums for one
hour. He had 50 some albums with
me on them. I hadn’t ever heard of
half of these releases.”
“You should have gotten yourself
one of those rubber stamps with
your signature on it,” laughed

What’s Happening?
Jan. 28-29, 7 p.m. and Jan. 30, 8
Jan. 28, 10 p.m. - WRBC Trivia
p.m. - Film Board presents Chariots Night. “Old songs, old questions,
of Fire, Filene Room. “A gusty, and answers, some new ones too in
emotional movie about what it this the 4th annual.”
really takes to be a hero. One of the
Jan. 29, 9 p.m. - The Beaux Arts
finest films of this or any year.” - Ball. This year’s theme is “Once
Rona Barrett, Today Show, NBC- Upon a Time.” Enjoy the music of
TV.
Gordie Howe and the Blue RomanJan. 28, 7:45 - LPL PLUS APL tiques. Music of the 30s, 40s, 50s,
presents cellist Sharon Robinson 60s, 70s and 80s. Sponsored by the
and pianist Margo Garrett in the Arts Society. Chase Lounge.
Jan. 29,9 p.m. - Faschingsfest-In
college chapel. Robinson has per¬
formed in the Lincoln Center Series Munich, the Octoberfest was never
as a Great Performer. She “vitalizes quite enough. So, in order to get
through the long winter, the
everything she plays.”
Jan. 28, 9 p.m. - Reception for Faschingsfest developed. Sponsored
Cellist Sharon Robinson and Pian¬ by the German Club. Fiske Lounge,
ist Margo Garrett in Chase Lounge. Rand Hall.

- Poop

Jimmy, and saved your arm for
playing.
About then, the room turned into
a zoo. Everybody and their uncle
crowded in to say their bit to the
Heath Brothers. Before the inter¬
view ended however, it was learned
that a new album will be recorded on
the Antilles label to be distributed by
Warner Brothers.
W90MOO

“The new album will be some new
tunes thafeJirfifity dnd I havfeAvfit1--v/
ten" saifl t^ebcy. Mtume (JTmthy’s
son) will not be involved with this
album to the extent that he was on
the last album.”
About that time, another person
looking for a bathroom fell into the
conversation, and this writer
checked out.

l
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INTEREST RATES ARE CONUNfr DOWN
AND IT'S RALLY TIME ON /
_ WALL STREET /

THAVs not NiucH consolation
ToTHOSe Of UO \NHO ARE
UNEMPLOYED

Fear and Loathing
in Mechanic Fads
A lot of different people do a lot
of different jobs each week to guar¬
antee that this paper is ready Friday
afternoon. Last week this intrepid
reporter accompanied one of them
while he performed his assigned
duties.

PoMT TI-UNk Of YOUKELF

THINK OF YOUREELF AS

77zc i?zgm to Remain Silent
The old cliche that “silence is golden” cer¬
tainly has a high standing at Bates College.
Relevant and important information to
members' of the Bates community is kept
secret as a matter of course.
Here are a few examples:
Currently, in the controversy between the
Newman Council and the Gay-Straight
Alliance, the information on proceedings
between the two groups is being squelched at
theYBqtiiesL oTtiie deans of the college, who ar^
currently attempting to mediate between the
groups.
Last year, a Resident Coordinator (RC)
was accused of doctoring the housing lottery.
Not only was information silenced, but no
action was taken in the case.
Last year an RC in Roger William Hall was
relieved of his duties with no reasons given for
this action.
Student Conduct Committee proceedings
are nearly impossible to learn about. Informa¬

tion that is supposed to be posted (according
to college policy) is only available to students
through thickets of red tape.
We could go on.
We believe that this practice of secret meet¬
ings is wrong. Any negotiations that go on
between campus groups should inherently be
open to all members of the Bates community.
There is no excuse for any group, dean, or
person to withhold information that is impor¬
tant to community life at the college.
Issues could be resolved more rapidly and
effectively if left open to the community as a
whole.
Secret meetings concerning issues relevant
to the community should be condemned. And
those who participate in them should be
scorned.
It is inevitable that hostility will and should
greet any organization that attempts to keep
public actions private.
—Jeff Roy

Scott A. Damon
Joel takes the paper to our printer
in Norway very early Friday morn¬
ing. Don’t feel sorry for him. He
wouldn’t do it if he didn’t get paid.
5:45 a.m.—Sadistically pleased
with himself, Joel phones this report¬
er, waking him for a departure
some 20-25 minutes later. There is,
at least, the guarantee of a warm
shower when one rises before the
sun.
Just after 6 a.m., WRBC is not on
the air. According to the Peoples’
Bank, it is 15 degrees outside.
Evelyn, the blue Volkswagen with
the recalcitrant speedometer cable,
arrives at about 6:10 a.m. Encourag¬
ingly, she stalls. Perhaps to perk up
my spirits, Joet notes that he hopes
she makes it up Goff Hill in Auburn.
Downtown Lewiston-Auburn is
actually fairly busy at 6:15 a.m. and,
of course, No Place Like Sam’s,for¬
merly Sambo’s, affectionately “Bim¬
bo’s,” is open. People who went in
for midnight snacks should be get¬
ting waited on about now.
We make it up Goff Hill. Having
taken this trip before, I can say it is a
beautiful sight to see the sunrise
burning the mists off the Auburn
pastures. This morning, however,
the sun has yet to rise. It is too cold
to see the mist burning off the fields
and too dark to see it burning off the
cows.
At about 65 square miles, Auburn
is the largest city in the state. It takes
a few minutes, even with Joel driv¬

ing, to get to Minot, out it is too dark
to note a great deal.
After Minot we briefly pass
through Mechanic Falls, home of
noted sailor Bill Dunlop, and into
Oxford. The sun is rising now and
we can see the preponderance of
low-income homes. One is led to
reconsider the economic aspect of
several well-meaning liberal re¬
forms.
With Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young on the tape deck, we con¬
tinue through Oxford, passing cattle
farms, 24-hour stores and the
Oxford Abattoir. Signs advertise
“Cold Pabst To Go” and “1 Kero¬
sene 5 Gal. Can $16.80.”
At 6:50 a.m. we reach downtown
Norway. The Toy will open at the
Opera House tonight, replacing 5';///
of the Night. According to the Canal
Bank it is nine degrees. We leave the
paper at the Oxford Hills Press,
home of the Advertiser Democrat,
and head home.
In South Paris we pass what Joel
says is the original Goodwin’s and a
Central Vermont engine, idle for the
moment, at the South Paris train
station. The Paris Police car stops at
the coffee shop, leaving the town
briefly unprotected.
Route 119 is not heavily popu¬
lated and one can attain high speeds
on it. “Anyone with a death wish—
this would be a good road,” Joel
enthuses. He does not appreciate my
rendition of Que Sera Sera as we
leave Paris. I do not appreciate his
talent for hitting frost heaves.
We enter Hebron. The roads are
terribly plowed and the Hebron
Academy bus driven by the former
local constable, is not around.
In West Minot we pass the former
West Minot train station. The exte(Continued on page 15)

Abortion s Test of Time
Last weekend over 700 people gathered in
Boston’s Fanueuil Hall on the tenth anniver¬
sary of the famous Roe vs. Wade decision, a
ruling that protects a woman’s right to have an
abortion.
But they weren’t celebrating in Boston.
They were listening to pro-life speakers. They
were upset at a ruling made ten years ago; a
ruling they have been fighting ever since. How¬
ever, we might conjecture that the tumult of
protests would be much greater today had
Roe vs. Wade never come along.
The decision to abort a fetus certainly is a
tough one to make. It is an emotional issue; it
deals with the life or death of a being yet to be
born. If there is one thing that these ten years
has taught us, it is that the arguments and
disagreements
will
never be entirely
dissipated.
We’ve heard the pro-lifers. “Abortion is the
killing of a baby. What if your parents aborted
you? Isn’t it possible that someone might abort
a future genius, or president? The couple
should have thought of the consequences ear¬
lier. Let them live with the responsibility. They
have no right to kill a helpless being.”
We’ve heard the pro-choice people. “Abor¬
tion is the taking of an unwanted pre-life. Isn’t
it more morally iepugnant to bring an

unwanted baby into this harsh world? What
right do we have to bear a child which will
recieve no love, and no joy? And if it is
immoral to abort a fetus, thus preventing life,
isn’t contraception the exact same type of
prevention taken at an earlier stage? Besides, a
woman has the right to do what she wishes
with her body.”
And so it goes.
Through the years, one argument has come
to the forefront of popular opinion. Both sides
have very strong opinions that can be backed
up with fact.
So, we must leave the decision to the indi¬
vidual woman, if not the couple. Any number
of women can tell you of the attachment that
often exists between a woman and her unborn
baby. It is a long and painstaking decision¬
making process that a woman must endure
before making the decision to abort the fetus.
She must have had some very important
reasons.
That’s enough for us.
Despite some ambiguities in the decision,
Roe vs. Wade has stood the test of time. There
has been no improvement in the decision
because none can be made at present.
Abortion is a tough issue; too tough to set
rigid guidelines.
—Jon Hall
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Editorial Contains Fundamental Falsehoods
To the editor
The Jan. 21, 1983 issue of the
Bates Student contained an editorial
entitled “The R.A. an Elitist
Group?” The editorial was written
by News Editor Derek Anderson. I
would like to take this opportunity
to respond to some of the observa¬
tions and ideas set forth by Mr.
Anderson.
The Representative Assembly is
the student government of the Bates
College campus. It is composed of
students, elected from every dormi¬
tory and house, and by off-campus
residents.
Also, interested, concerned, and
involved students serve as non¬
voting members of every R.A.
committee.
Any student of this college may
speak when recognized at our
weekly meetings, held Monday
evenings at 7 p.m. in Skelton
Lounge. 1 would encourage any and
all concerned students to join in a
committee or attend any R.A.
meeting.
The editorial contains several fun¬
damental falsehoods, ones that can
easily be made without investigating
adequately. I hope I can better
inform and gain the “respect of the
average student” by putting aside
any misgivings about the R.A.
First, Mr. Anderson erroneously
attributed the elitist charge leveled
against the R.A. to both my oppo¬
nents in the election for president. In
fact, Jeff Porter mentioned the term
“elitist” in describing administra¬
tions three and four years ago, and
commended the previous two presi¬
dents on the job they had done to
reverse that conception.
Secondly, Mr. Anderson cor¬

rectly states that the R.A. deter¬
mines the level of funding of each
student organization. The Budget
Committee is open to all students,
and I would encourage applicants to
submit their names for considera¬
tion.
The hearings are open to the pub¬
lic to witness in early March and
students can appeal to the R.A. as a
whole when the budget debate beg¬
ins on March 14. Asa representative
body, who else can fairly determine
the funding of all campus
organizations?
Why criticize this important, yet
fair, process?
Third, Mr. Anderson maintains
“the R.A. generally represents the
‘mainstream’ of Bates.” The R.A.
annually funds the “non-main¬
stream” groups mentioned by the
news editor—the Gay-Straight
Alliance and the Forum on Human
Awareness—both in the budget pro¬
cess and through allocation of the
R.A. budget during the year.
Off-campus students are granted
representatives based on the same
formula as are large dorms. Char¬
lene Floyd demonstrated that offcampus students could be elected to
office on Jan. 17 as another article in
last week’s issue states. (“R.A. Lead¬
ers Set Goals” on page 4).
Fourth, the news editor criticized
a provision of the R.A. by-laws that
requires nominees for president and
vice-president to be members of the
Assembly. It does not seem to be
elitist to make such a prerequisite,
and several large campus organiza¬
tions, such as the Chase Hall Com¬
mittee and this publication, have
such a litmus test for potential offic¬
ers. Membership on the R.A. seems
to be a fair and logical qualifier.

Fifth, Mr. Anderson naively
states that “People who serve on the
R.A. are frequently chosen by the
R.A. to serve on student-faculty
committees.” One need only exam¬
ine the names of those students who
serve on these panels and note the
number of non-members who fill
these slots.
The Committee on StudentFaculty Committees will be selected
from the student body after the win¬
ter recess, which will in turn select
the members of student-faculty com¬
mittees from the student body in
September. The criteria used in the
selection process is made public, and
I again encourage concerned stu¬
dents to apply to serve on this
committee.
■ In my nomination address, I
spoke of the R.A. as an effective and
influential component in the policy
process at Bates. Elected members,
R.A. committee members, studentfaculty committee members, and the
“average student” can become
involved in this process, Mr. Ander¬
son, if they so desire.
At last Monday’s R.A. meeting, 1
outlined some of the issues that each
R.A. committee would address this
year. I hope all concerned students
feel free to address their ideas to the
R.A. at it’s weekely meetings or to
join an R.A. committee. Please
speak with one of the officers or to a
committee chairman. The list is
posted on the R.A. bulletin boards
outside Commons and outside 208
Chase Hall.
Let’s erase the elitist image which
Mr. Anderson feels still exists.
Frederic E. Turkington,
Jr. ’84
President-elect, Represen¬
tative Assembly
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Fear and Loathing
(Continued from Page 14)
rior restored, it is now a house. “No
tracks, but a hell of a nice station,”
Joel, a train afficianado, notes.
We pass a chicken farm. One is
glad for the cold, for it made us shut
the windows earlier.
Looking toward the Lost Valley
area from a hill crest on 119 in
Minot near several farms, we see a
beautiful sunrise that makes 5:45

a.m. worthwhile. Smoke from wood
stoves hangs over the valley we soon
enter.
We pass the Little Androscoggin
River and enter Auburn, near the
airport. The Androscoggin Bank
claims it is two degrees. At 7:25 a.m.
WRBC is still not on, so we start the
day with Robert J., who doesn’t go
to work until seven.

The RA: How it is Perceived, How to Work with It
To the editor
Fear not if many angry letters lash
out in response to the question you
posed last week (is the RA an elitist
group?). I suspect that the charges
you leveled against the Representa¬
tive Assembly (RA) do in fact
express the general sentiment of the
“average student” here.
However, I believe this general
sentiment to be a hasty mispercep¬
tion on the part of the student body.
By way of explanation, let me offer
my crude observations about the
RA; how it is perceived, how it
works, and how to work with it.
As you suggest in your article, the
RA is often seen as “an elitist organi¬
zation, which (fails) to hold the
respect of the average student.”
Anyone that’s ever attended an RA
meeting (and let me add a plug here,
that RA meetings are held Mondays
at seven in Skelton Lounge and are
always often to the public) knows
that there’s a lot to get frustrated
over... what with Robert’s Rules
and points of order and so many
motions on the floor that you almost
need to take Dramamine before a
meeting.
But still people like Jim Tobin,
Simantha Goctello, Fred Turking¬
ton, (and I), insist that the RA is or
tends to be “effective, admired, and
influential.” How can we believe
this?
I am perhaps being too presump¬
tuous to speak for some of the pres¬
ent and future RA officers. Let me,
then, restrict my comments to my
own experiences with the R A, which
have taught me that the RA can
indeed be “effective.”
In the past I have worked with the
RA in recommending policy regard¬

ing, the calendar changes that took
affect this year, the renovation of
Rand Hall, the theme living pro¬
posal, the January matriculant pro¬
cess, the Sadie Hawkins Dance, and
currently we are working on an
honor code proposal.
In addition to these specific issues,
the RA has the responsibility annu¬
ally for running student elections,
for allocating the student Activities
budget, for ratifying the Committee
on Committees and their selections
for all Student-Faculty Committees.
Furthermore, the R A will also enter¬
tain any proposals, suggestions,
ideas, or complaints brought before
the group.
Anything from a proposal to put a
plaque in the Den, to co-sponsoring
another organization’s event, to
readjusting the budget proposal to
include the newly re-formed GayStraight Alliance’s budget request.
Thus, 1 believe (and I would guess
that the RA officers would agree)
that the RA has been very “effecti¬
ve... and influential” in articulating
student opinion on the issues men¬
tioned above. If you doubt my
assessment of the RA, ask a faculty
member about some of the hairbrain calendar proposals that got
defeated two years ago in favor of
the current system, or ask the
Admissions Office or the Deans’
Office about what’s been done to
improve the January matriculation
process and why, or ask the Chase
Hall Committee when its next poll is
due out?
N ow the R A has not been the only
force behind these issues, but I con¬
sider it to have been a significant
one. As the student government at
Bates, the RA has been successful in

meeting its primary responsibility—
namely to articulate student opinion
to the proper channels, which 1 have
found to be the most effective way to
bring about change on this campus.
Why, then, the credibility gap
between the RA and the “average
student”? Well, let me address your
charges.
First, yes, the R A does control the
Student Activities budget, which
hypothetically enables the Assembly
to regulate other groups, as you
assert. However, anyone can apply
to be on the committee, and the
budget hearings are open to the
public.
The Budget Committee, though,
operates, in essence, under a micro¬
scope. Everything they do becomes
of grave importance to the whole
community. SkeltonL.ounge is never
so full as when the budget is being
discussed. Therefore, so much pres¬
sure is put upon the Budget Com¬
mittee to meet the demands of all the
groups that they become the ones
being regulated and influenced, not
the campus organizations.
As for your second charge, the
RA tries to be fair by electing stu¬
dents by residence on a ratio basis of
roughly one “rep ” per thirty-five
students. Anyone can run for these
positions and it seemed to me that a
very deverse group was in fact
elected this year, a backlash from
last year’s budget fiasco I suspect.
But perhaps the election of Char¬
lene Floyd, an off-campus student,
to the office of vice-president is a
signal that the R A is truly diversify¬
ing. In any event, it seems unfair and
unjustified to charge that the RA
“ignores” issues, as every issue
brought before the Assembly is dis¬

cussed and dealt with to some
extent.
However, if you feel that the
Assembly is not addressing the
issues it should be, then I would
strongly urge you or anyone to con¬
tact your “rep ” or better yet come to
a meeting and bring the issue up
yourself. If students don’t like what
the RA is doing then they must hold
their “rep ” accountable.
Furthermore, in your article you
suggest that a “small group of stu¬
dents control” perhaps even manip¬
ulate what goes on in the RA. If this
were true, it would indeed be a sub¬
ject of grave concern to many stu¬
dents. However, the officers and
even the members can de very, very
little without specific approval of the
RA.
And if you have ever been to any
one of a number of marathon RA
meetings, you would know what a
circus discussion can turn into, and
how hard it is to predict, let alone
substantially influence, what the
Assembly will do (Holly Near, a case
in point).
I find the third charge that candi¬
dates for the President and VP must
come from within the Assembly
should hypothetically be more
aware of what goes on and what is
needed in the RA. And also, this
constitutional stipulation enables
the reps, to better judge candidates
since they should be aware of what a
given candidate has done as an
Assembly member.
Finally, I would like to commend
you on your final charge against the
RA. I find this one to be something
that should be looked at very
seriously by the new administration,
as you suggest, Derek.

I remember back in September,
when you brought up the potential
conflict of interest that existed in
nominating Budget Committee
members to the EAC(who would in
turn approve the budget the RA
passed).
My guess is that this precedent
has been handed down and had not
been challenged previously. There¬
fore, the issue should warrant the
new officers’ attention, before the
next Committee on Committees’
selection process begins.
However, I strongly feel that the
“resulting effect” that you attribute
to the leaders of the RA is far from
accurate, though sadly it appears to
be the common opinion of the “aver¬
age student.”
In point of fact, the RA is open at
virtually all levels of operation to
any student. The officers have made
many pleas that more students come
forward with ideas and try to see
them through into action, but few
do.
The Assembly is also thickly
detailed and structured with checks,
balances, and procedural formalities
at every turn, specifically designed to
prevent an exclusive, power elite.
And in operation I think the RA is
so far from being such an elite group
that it routinely gets bogged down in
discussion trying to be fair and let
everyone speak.
Hence, I’m afraid I find your
claims to be exaggerated and/ or
unfounded for the most part. Still,
this credibility gap exists, why?
May I suggest that the “average
student” to some degree either
expects too much, is too impatient,
or doesn’t understand enough about
(Continued on Page 14)
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Dear Editor: About that Editorial on the RA
To the editor
As to Mr. Anderson’s Jan. 21 edi¬
torial questioning the validity of the
RA by categorizing it as an elitist
group, a response from those who
are more informed and more
involved than this sophomore repor¬
ter is warrented.
We are not convinced that the
“average student” views the RA in
the same light that you do or would
if they were in possession of the cor¬
rect set of “some facts.” For this rea¬
son we feel a strong compulsion to
clarify the facts for you in order to
make you more fit to be in posses¬
sion of the respect which your posi¬
tion deserves and can gain from
“good journalism.”

Some facts: 1) Yes, it is true that
the RA controls the funds for all
extra-curricular organizations on
campus with the exception of the
Student. But just because the RA
has been entrusted with the budget
process does not mean that it is elit¬
ist. This line of reasoning is illogical,
and worse, can not be supported by
facts.
If you were more well versed in
the budget process, not just the writ¬
ten procedure, but the actual pro¬
cess, you would see that the RA
Budget Committee, which by the
way is in no way restrictive in mem¬
bership to just members of the
Assembly, but is composed of
members of the entire Bates commu¬

nity, makes every effort to meet the
budgetary needs of all organizations
on campus.
Recognizing for the past two
years that the student activities allo¬
cation did not meet the needs of the
organizations the RA petitionedyes, successfully petitioned the trea¬
surer of the college for more funds.
Elitist does not seem to characterize
the spirit of cooperation which the
RA tried to foster between itself and
different organizations, minority
organizations inclusive.
If the RA were truly elitist, it
would not have wasted its time try¬
ing to develop a spirit of cooperation
among the different organizations,
nor would it have spent all the innu¬

merable hours trying to attain more
funding.
2) And now that the word minor¬
ity has emerged, we would like to
address that issue. The RA does
indeed represent the “mainstream”
attitudes of our college community;
a responsibility which the very title
of the organization, Representative
Assembly dictates.
But this representation is not at
the expense of ignoring the views of
off campus students,” “minorities
and ‘radical’ groups such as the GAS
and Forumon Human Awareness.”
The fact is, Mr. Anderson, the RA
has helped to foster the development
of these organizations.
The budget of the Forum on

Human Awareness has tripled in
two years and the GSA, in its first
year as a constituted organization
before it came under the wing of
Forum on Human Awareness, was
given an allocation which it told the
Budget
Committee would be
adequate.

As to the charge of “ignoring” off
campus students, we would point
out that off campus students have
representatives just like any dorm or
house to represent their concerns to
the Assembly floor.
In the past two years the RA has
co-sponsored all ten events that the
so called “minority” groups ap¬
proached the RA on. Surely this
speaks to the fact that the RA is
concerned with fostering all types of
organizations, groups and philoso¬
phies and not just perpetuating the
OL I_.1
>.
Oh, by the way, I’ve never been on “norm,” as it were.
the RA, but I did serve on the Cur¬
3) It is true that the president and
riculum and and Calendar Commit¬ vice-president of the student govern¬
tee last year. (The RA chose me.)
ment are selected from within the
Meredith Rhys Hughes ’83 membership of the RA. This prac¬
P S. I think you should read John tice is one which is not atypical of the
Stuart Mill’s Considerations on leadership selection which all other
Representative Government. You organizations employ, your organi¬
might learn something. (It was zation included.
required reading for my Political
The secretary, treasurer and parli¬
Theory class, but I enjoyed it amentarian of the Assembly are
anyway.)
selected from the student body at
large. If this procedure of selecting
officers is indicative of elitism then
all organizations on campus are
guilty of this charge.
4) “People who serve on the RA
working with, against, and without
are frequently chosen by the RA to
the RA and although its possible to
serve on student-faculty committees
“buck the system,” its not easy. So I
or other influential posts.” A more
work with it.
accurate statement would read
We believe that the RA can be something to the effect of “... are
effective and that there is tremend¬ sometimes chosen...”
Of the thirty-nine positions which
ous room for improvement. Stu¬
dents, though, have to realize that the RA’s Committee on Committees
the RA is limited in terms of what it filled, only four people were affil¬
is capable of, what it has jurisdiction iated with the Representative
over, and what issues the RA can Assembly. Being a member of the
Assembly is not a factor of consider¬
only recommend policy on.
ation when the committees are being
selected, as you are well aware since
The question for future RA you attended this particular RA
administrations, then, is, what can meeting in October.
be done to tap potential within these
But to refresh your memory, the
limits?
criteria for selection is to select a
Bruce R. Perry ’83 person who has initiative, has insight
into the problems/ needs of the Bates
community and is committed to
working toward his or her goals.
The Committee on Committees
selects the best applicants from the
pool of those students applying fora
certain position.
The RA does not make it difficult
to become involved in it’s activities.
At the beginning of this year there
was at least one officer present at
every house and dorm meeting when
the residents were voting for repre¬
sentatives to the Assembly. This was
done to explain what the RA is and
explain the election process.
All interested students were
encouraged to take part in the RA
and its committees, regardless if they
were elected or not. Some students
have taken advantage of this oppor¬
tunity while others have not. You
know which group you fall into.
Regardless of the fact that you
and other students did not take
advantage of this opportunity, the
offer was there and will continue to
be so in the future.
Please remember that actions
speak louder than words—especially
if the words are mythical facts.
James D. Tobin
President of the
Representative Assembly

Extremely Serious Criticisms of RA are Unwarranted
To the editor
Derek Anderson, in his editorial
on the “eliticism” of the RA makes
several extremely serious criticisms
of the RA which 1 feel are
unwarranted.
First, he states that, with the
exception of the Student, the RA
directly controls the budget of every
student organization on campus,
except, as Scott Damon elsewhere
points out, college athletics.
Since he doesn’t identify what is
wrong with this fact, we must
assume that he feels that someone
else should control the budgets.
Who? The administration? Well,
that would certainly be a step in the
wrong direction. Who else?
Second, he claims that the RA
represents the “mainstream” of
Bates, that minorities are ignored.
What does he mean by ignored? Are
they (the minorities) not allowed to
be RA members? Or are they not
permitted to request funds? 1 think
not. Perhaps Derek should qualify
his definition of “ignored”?
Third, he points out that one must
be a member of the RA to run for
President or Vice President. Person¬
ally, I see nothing wrong with this.
Remember what happened when we
(the U.S.) had a President who had
never before been on the “Washing¬
ton scene’?
Growing peanuts, or even govern¬
ing Georgia, is just not suitable prac¬
tice for bargaining with Congress or
revolutionary lunatics in Iran. One
needs experience to do anything
well. (And if you don’t agree that
there are parallels at Bates to any¬
thing in D.C., talk to any of the R A’s
officers.)
Fourth, (and in conjunction with
his third point) he points out that
persons who serve on RA-selected
committees are often RA members.
What does often mean? I’d like to
see the figures, including the percent¬
age of non-RA members who ap¬
plied, before chastising the RA.
Derek makes many sweeping con¬
demnations of the R.A. His final
paragraph is illustrative:
“The resulting effect is not only
that a small group of students con¬
trol most facets of student govern¬
ment, but that this same group
influences and, to a degree, regu¬
lates, every other group on campus.
In addition, the R A is self-perpetual,
making it difficult for the average
student to become involved.”
I was under the impression that
each dorm elected its own represent¬
atives. I also thought that everyone
was free to run. I rather doubt that
Jim Tobin went around campus this
fall and chose the candidates, or said
“Hey, look guys, he was on RA last
year so let’s re-elect him” At least,

that’c

that’s not
not thp
the \I7Q\7
way it
it IIJArlzo/t
worked ot
at
Parker.
We here in the U.S., Derek, oper¬
ate on the principles of representa¬
tive democracy. We can’t have 1,400
people cram into Alumni Gym when¬
ever Women’s Awareness needs
some money. Nor should we.
Bates is supposed to be a learning
experience, Derek. The manner in
which the RA functions is more or

onma no our 1o/w>l
n_J
less the same
as our local, state and
national governments. Sure, the RA
will make mistakes, but so does the
Congress.
What would you like to change? I
hope you don’t want Lane Hall to
take over. I’d wager they (it?)
wouldn’t want to.
loco

Please, before you make criti¬
cisms, be prepared to offer
suggestions.

RA not Elitist, It’s Representative
(Continued from Page 13)
how the RA works.
Those of us who have labored
through a proposal know how long
it takes to get from the stage where it
might just start as a complaint (i.e.,
“I hate taking finals in the gym all
lined up in rows, with the professor
standing over your shoulder.”), to a
more concrete statement of a prob¬
lem (i.e., “I think Bates students are
mature and honest enough not to be
babysat during final exams. Can’t
we do something about this?”), to a
more formal investigation of the
issues (i.e., gathering information on
other schools’ honor codes), and
then on to a committee for discus¬
sion (ah yes! everything the R A does
gets referred to a committee... no

room for democracy here... we’re
just a political machine churning out
that red tape), before finally emerg¬
ing with a bona fide proposal (i.e.,
which we hope to do shortly with
regard to an honor code).
But even when we reach that point
where we have a concrete proposal
we still have to get it passed by some¬
one else (in the case of an honor
code, only the students’ and the
faculty’s approval will be needed),
which involves more frustrating,
bureaucratic discussion and very
slow progress.
Yet people like Fred Turkington
and myself keep working through
this ridiculous system because we
have seen the successes that can
come from it. By the way I’ve tried

New Draft Law Violates Basic Rights
To the editor
In reference to the article on finan¬
cial aid the draft registration pres¬
ented in the last issue of The Bates
Student'.
The article stated that the govern¬
ment was passing a law which would
require students to give proof that
they have registered for the draft
before they are allowed to recieve
financial aid. This law violates some
of the basic rights that we as Ameri¬
can citizens are given.

It descriminates against all those
who ;
less wealthy. That :s,
anyone who cannot pay the fuii
amount of their college education
will be subject to this law. While all
those who can pay for their entire
education are not even considered
under the law; thus, whether they
registered or not they are free.

Bates College is an educational
institution. It should not be the con¬
cern of our college whether its stu¬
dents have signed up for the draft or
not. I realize that Bates does not
have the endowment other colleges
have; thus, they are in more of a bind
with the government.
There are some institutions like
Yale with large endowments that
have offered to provide the loans
themselves rather than comply to
the governments demands. In the
name of justice I hope that Bates
does not adopt this law.

It is up to us the students rf Bates
College to express our opinions o:i
what the college should do. We can
make a difference. Contemplate this
issue for it effects many and send
your opinions to the deans and the
trustees.
Joel Page ’84

Short and Sweet
Where is the justice here? It vio¬
lates the constitutional prohibition
against self incrimination. Among
other things it infringes on academic
freedom by making colleges self
enforcement agencies for govern¬
ment.

To the editor
Re: Mr. Anderson’s editorial of
1-21-83:
“People in glass houses shouldn’t
throw stones.”
D. MacLeod ’83

The “ski shoot. ” Student photo by
Wolansky.

Simantha A. Costello
Vice-President of the
Representative Assembly
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Goldston Event
Should Broaden Feminist Ideas
(Continued from Page 8)
feminism.” Jordan will be address¬
ing the issue of different cultural per¬
spectives on feminism.

African preacher, and professor at
the University of South Carolina,
Chabaku will discuss different
dimensions of black feminism.

Mary Daly, a renowned radical
feminist, will discuss the politics of
separatism, an important theme in
the feminist movement. Daly is the
author of two books, most recently
Gyn/ Ecology, which is being used
as a text in two Bates courses this
semester. Daly will present material
from her forthcoming work.
Mutlalepule Chabaku, having
spent her early life in South Africa,
has a different perspective on femi¬
nism than most Americans. A South

However, the speakers mentioned
here are not the sum total of the
Goldston Event. Other speakers,
including some
Bates faculty
members, are participating in lec¬
tures and discussions. Luncheon
seminars, panel presentations and
discussions will support prevalent
themes, such as culture and gender
images or politcs and feminism. The
week long series of activities will
include a different topic each day.
Continuous activities, such as spe¬

cial library displays, bookstore selec¬
tions and WRBC program coordi¬
nation, will also occur.
The timing of the Goldston Event
is particularly apt, since all this
month the Maine legislature is
debating a state Constitutional
Amendment, modelled after the fed¬
eral equal rights amendment.
“The Goldston Event is an oppor¬
tunity for Bates to encourage stu¬
dents, faculty and members of the
community to think about the very
important social issues facing us
today,” stated Holler. “Its vital that
Bates, as a liberal arts college, main¬
tain this role. I believe this is a signifi¬
cant way we can do that.”

Paperbacks
Hours: Monday thru Saturday, 10 am to 8 pm
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Letters
Taken Aback by Editorial
To the editor:
We were taken aback by the
recent comments in the Student ref¬
erring to the RA as an “elitist”
group. It seems that “labeling”
happens in high school and that at
college we should be concerned with
the results of an organization’s
activities.
As members of the RA, we were
fairly elected in free elections to rep¬
resent our houses or dorms. There
are also five “members at large”
chosen in campus-wide elections.
Our meetings are open to any con¬
cerned students who would like to
listen to proceedings or be heard.
We are students and members of a

representative assembly, represent¬
ing other students who selected us
for these positions. Would you

rather have the administration
deciding on the student activities
budget? We listen to organizations
every week (hat come to us for co¬
sponsorship or monetary support—
including those referred to as
“minorities” and vote upon these
requests as we feel our constituents
would.
Some of the points made in the
editorial “the
RA—an Elitist
Group” were wrong and we feel
more research should . be carefully
conducted before a group is labeled
“elitist” or anything else. What is less
elite than a Representative Assem¬
bly composed of students elected by
any of their peers who were con¬
scientious enough to vote?
Sally Nutting - Wilson House
Pam Fessenden - Moulton House
Bill Zaftrson - At-Large

Thanks from the BOC
To the editor
On behalf of the Bates Outing
Club Council, I would like to pub¬
licly thank the RA, CA, and espe¬
cially the CHC for the generous
cosponsorships and cooperation
they have provided us during this
school year.
Without their help, events such as
/ Saw the Wind and the clambakes
would not have been possible. Rob
Ravenelle, CHC’s vice Dresident, in

particular handled the coordination
of the Winter Carnival that deserves
merit.
I highly encourage the continua¬
tion of this pooling Of resources of
all campus organizations. I believe
that, considering all of our limited
budgets and unlimited goals, this is
our best chance to provide the Bates
campus with a high quality of enter¬
tainment and activities.
Dean Slocum ’83
BOC President

More Thoughts on Vietnam

FINE MEXICAN FOOD
87 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
786-2724
OPEN 1 lam-8pm except Sunday

FREE PARKING in rear on Canal St.
When Karen was
only 18 years old, hei;
doctor discovered she
had a deadly form of
leukemia. Facing in¬
credible odds, a sur¬
vival rate of only 3%,
Karen spent the next
three years in inten¬
sive chemotherapy.
Not only was her
life at stake, but if she
did survive, there
were serious ques¬
tions as to whether
she'd be able to have
children.
Now, eight years
and two sons later,
you'd never suspect
that this vigorous
young mother had
battled a disease that
kills more than
15,000 Americans
every year.
Karen, Brian and
Erik are living proof
that we're gaining in
the fight against can¬
cer. It's a fight we can't
afford to lose. It's your
donations that help us
continue the research,
education and reha¬
bilitation programs
that wi 11 g i ve us more
statistics like Karen
Anderson. The kind of
statistics we can all be
proud of.

I
Weekend Special for Bates College
I Bring in this coupon for $1 off any combination J
dinner Good for Friday and Saturday, January
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EL PASO CANTINA

THE WORLD

28 & 29

UR CAMPUS

AROUND THE WORLD:
1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)
Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •
Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
• Cadi/., Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

W

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester arademic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities.

SHARE
THE COST
OF LI VINO 1
Give to the
American Cancer Society
This space contributed as a public service.

More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People’s Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh. PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call
(714) 771-6590).

Last week I attempted to re-tell a
firsthand accp^nf from an .Ameri¬
can in Vietman. For this I received
criticism centered around the ques¬
tion, “Why do you talk about a war
that is over?... It is too late for
anyone to do anything!.”
I talk about a war that is over for a
number of reasons. The most con¬
crete reason involves information. A
significant amount of the informa¬
tion now available in our library was
not available in 1969.
Therefore if someone wants to
find out more information about the
events that created the war that
allowed the stories I re-tell to happen
they need only enter the Bates
library and do the research.

James Gleason
With the historical knowledge we
all should have and the experiential
stories 1 re-tell my hope is that we
can make better decisions about the
present.
Unfortunately when things are
happening the government does not
always choose to tell us the whole
story. Yet as people we are obligated
to make the best decision possible.
To do this we must read between the
lines of what we do know with the
knowledge that history very often
repeats itself.
With these comments I present
my final true story concerning
Vietnam.
This incident involves a draftee
named Angel. So called because he
was a member of the Hell’s Angles
before being drafted. The man who

told me the story says it was “some¬
thing that .really!shook ,me up.>v?’
•Elefe: is his story. -jH*
>n;
. “You see we used to ride up and
down the roads bringing supplies to
the camps. But before we would go
down a road someone would check
the road to make sure that it was
clear. You see the Gooks liked to
ambush us. So one day an RVN
lieutenant told us to go ahead and
that the road was clear.”
So Angel jumps in his truck with
his partner and drives down the
road. Pretty soon we hear gunfire,
this meant that they had been
ambushed. Next thing we know
Angel is running down the road with
his partner over his shoulder.Angel’s partner was bleeding all over
the place, he had been shot up pretty
bad. Angel ran him over to the med¬
ics. Next thing I know he is walking
over to my truck.
“Standing near my truck was the
lieutenant who had told them that
the road was clear.
“You see the lieutenant had never
checked the road.
“So Angel walks right up to the
lieutenant and says, ‘You almost got
my partner and I killed so I am going
to kill you,’ and then he shot the
lieutenant in the face.”
These are only stories from a man
who was never supposed to see com¬
bat. He was an engineer, which
meant that he built roads and was
never called upon to fight. I shudder
when I think what someone who
was really fighting would say.

Your Friendly
Neighborhood Store
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1983-84 Tuition One Topic

Trustees to Convene Tomorrow to Set Coflege Policy
by Gail Fons

Senior Reporter
and
Betsey Allen

Staff Reporter
The Board of Trustees is conven¬
ing tomorrow to review last year’s
progress and to discuss pressing
issues facing Bates, such as sky¬
rocketing tuition for one.
T. Hedley Reynolds, president of
the college and a member of the
Board of Trustees, described the
meeting as “a report to tell the board
about the work of all its
committees.”
In preparation for tomorrow’s
meeting, each of the associated com¬
mittees is meeting separately to
examine their past, current, and pro¬
posed activities prior to the full
board meeting.
Fifteen life-long members com¬
prise the Board of Fellows, includ¬
ing President T. Hedley Reynolds.
Earl Robert Kinney, chairman of
the board, is a native of Maine, and
graduated from Bates in 1939. He
continued his education at Harvard.
Prior to last January, Kinney was
president and chief executive officer
of the Gorton Company. When
General Mills acquired the com¬
pany, Kinney became chairman of
the board for General Mills.
On Jan. 1,1982, however, Kinney
resigned from this position and
joined the Investors Group of Com¬
panies as president and chief execu¬
tive officer, remaining with General
Mills as a director. He is also a direc¬
tor of Honeywell, Inc., The Sun
Insurance Co., Hannaford Brothers,
and United Television.
In 1980, Kinney wps national
chairman of the US Industrial Pay¬
roll Savings Committee, and has
been a trustee for several Putnam
Mutual Funds. Presently he resides
in Plymouth, Minnesota, and serves
as director on the board of the state’s
YMCA.
Former US Secretary of State and
Maine Senator Edmund S. Muskie
is also a member of the Board of
Fellows. Muskie is a 1936 Bates cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa graduate,
and had an active four years at the
college. He served as class president
his junior and senior years, a Stu¬
dent reporter, a three year student
council member, a member of the
Politics Club, and a varsity debater.
Muskie has been a trustee for
Bates for 22 years, the past 13 as a
member of the Board of Fellows. In
April of 1981, he was named the
Oren B. Cheney lecturer in govern¬
ment at Bates. Presently he lives in
Washington, D. C.
Elizabeth Winston Scott of Vine¬
yard Haven, Massachusetts, was
appointed to the Board of Fellows in
August 1979, and has served several
terms on the Board of Overseers.
She has been president of the Chi¬
cago Bates Club, a member of the
Bates Key Club, and was class secre¬
tary and co-agent of the Alumni
Fund.
As chairman of the Selection
Committee for foreign exchange stu¬
dents, Scott has been active in the
American Field Services. She also
founded and directed a voter’s asso¬
ciation in Deerfield, Illinois, and was
a member of the Art Institute of
Chicago.
Roger Clayton Schmutz also
served on the Board of Overseers,
and joined the Board of Fellows in
July 1981. Active in alumni affairs,
Schmutz is president of the Long
Island Bates Club.

After graduating from Bates in
1954, Schmutz earned a master’s
degree at the Columbia School of
Journalism. He was a reporter for
the Worcester (Mass.) Telegram, a
financial writer for Brookmire
Investors Service, and a staff
member of Standard and Poor’s
Corp, a reputable investment
research firm.
Presently Schmutz is group vice
president for the investment firm,
and an active force in the Bates Capi¬
tal Campaign Fund. In addition, he
serves on Bates’ Budget Funding
and Finance Committees.
Former president and director of
Bath Iron Works John R. Newell
has been a member of the Board of
Fellows since 1979. A 1935 graduate
of MIT and former naval officer,
Newell is still a member and former
president of the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers.
Newell has been a trustee at Bates
for 25 years, and on the Board of
Overseer for several terms. He has
received honoiary degrees from
Bowdoin College, the University of
Maine, Nasson College and Stevens
Institute of Technology. In addition,
he has been Bath-Brunswick chair¬
man of the Bates Corporations
Committee.
Vincent Lee McKusick, Chief
Justice of the Maine Supreme
Court, began his impressive career
in 1944, when he graduated from
Bates in three years. Following this,
he joined the military, where he was
trained as an engineer. After his ser¬
vice, he received a degree in electrical
engineering from MIT, and went on
to Harvard Law School, where he
graduated sixth in his class, Phi Beta
Kappa.

McKusick was editor of the Har¬
vard Law Review, and had two
clerkships with U.S. Appeals Court
Judge, Learned Hand, and with
Supreme Court Justice, Felix
Frankfurter. He then became a
partner in the law firm of Pierce,
Atwood in Portland. In 1977 Maine
governor James Longley appointed
him Chief Justice.
As well as being a member of the
Board of Fellows, Fred Abiel Smyth
is a national chairman of the Bates
Fund Drive, and aided the funding
for the new athletic facility. A 1936
graduate of Bates, Smyth was a
former president and chairman of
the board of Ailing Lander, Inc. a
manufacturing firm.
The remaining trustees include:
Edwin Wentworth Adams, who
generously donated the money for
the building of Wentworth Adams
Hall, Nancy Crockett Morris of Villanova, Pennsylvania, Cecil Thomas
Holmes of Brunswick, Maine,
Donald P. Richter of Manchester,
Connecticut, Helen Papaionaou,
M.D. of Detroit, Michigan, Freder¬
ick G. Taintor of Lewiston, Maine,
and Willis Allen Trafton, Jr. of
Auburn, Maine.
These 15 members will meet with
other trustees who comprise the var¬
ious committees, including The
Health Service Committee, the
Admissions Committee, the Confer¬
ence Committee with the faculty and
students, the Committee on Board
Personnel, and the Budget and
Finance Committee.
The Budget and Finance Com¬
mittee is the only group which meets
intermittently throughout the year,
and will present a tentative budget
before the board tomorrow.

The heart of the meeting is an
examination of how the separate
committees integrate and function.
Fundraising efforts and trends in
educational policy are also concerns,
and several important votes are
planned. The vote on next year’s
budget according to President Rey¬
nolds will only be a tentative deci¬
sion, and “Since it is a tentative
agreement, the executive committee
has the power to change it. That

gives an extra month to review it—
fine-tune it.”
Staff director and Professor of
Biology, Robert Chute, will meet
with the Committee of the Develop¬
ment of Morse Mountain to review
plans for the construction of a small
science lab on Morse Mountain.
Other concerns include plans to
renovate dormitories to promote
energy efficiency.

Anglin Organizing Choir Group
Assistant Admissions Dean Gary
Anglin told the Student recently
about upcoming rehearsals for the
choir group he has been organizing,
titled “Expressions.”
The group will begin meeting this
semester on Tuesday, Feb. 1, in Pet¬
tigrew 121 from 7 to 9 p.m. Anv

students interested in singing gospel
and contemporary music are wel¬
come to participate.
Also, any students interested in
playing instruments, preferably by
ear, in the group, are welcome. Mr.
Anglin also mentioned that the
group may work with poetry if there
is an interest.

Transitional Meeting Prepares New RA
by Martin Johnson

Staff Reporter
In what Representative Assembly
President Jim Tobin termed a “tran¬
sitional meeting,” plans of the
incoming administration were an¬
nounced and responses were made
to last week’s Student editorial, cri¬
ticizing the RA as an “elitist”
organization.
After opening remarks by Tobin,
Jeff Porter offered a response to the
Student editorial.
“I said that in the past the R A had
been an elitist organization and I
applauded the efforts of Jane Langmaid’s administration and Jim Tob¬
in’s administration in successfully
reversing this image,” Porter said.

Concerning the future administra¬
tion, newly-elected Vice-President
Charlene Floyd announced plans
for the formation of two ad-hoc
committees. One will deal with the
question of draft registration as a
requirement for financial aid, and
the second will develop more inter¬
action between the Lewiston com¬
munity and Bates, which Fred
Turkington described as a “bastion
of wealth”.
Turkington echoed Porter’s view
that the RA is not elitist and
announced that there will be a sign
up sheet outside commons for
anyone interested in joining the
RA’s budget committee. In closing
he expressed that the RA is open to
all students and “everyone who is
concerned is welcome.”
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
SUPER SKI SPECIAL
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• AUBURN ■ 67 Minot Avc.
• So. Portland - Exit 7, Next to Marshalls

• Bridgton — Route 302
• Brunswick — Route 1, Pleasant St.
• Wells — Route 1
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One All-Day Lift Ticket 50% Off
$ 10/Day Each
Four or More — 60% Off
$8/Day Each
With College Identification Card
(GOOD ANYTIME Except Washington’s Birthday
Weekend, Feb. 19,20 & 21.)
For Low Cost Lodging Under $10/Nite

Just Call 1-207-864-5366
“Unsung, uncrowded, and unbelievable.” —Boston Herald

ALL LOCATIONS EXCEPT SO. PORTLAND OPEN SUNDAY
MAINE'S VACATION SKI RESORT
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Ski the Challenge!

Short Lift Lines — 39 Trails — 4100' Mountain
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